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Abstract
The current waiting list to have Carpal Tunnel Syndrome screening performed
within the Department of Clinical Neurophysiology of a large university teaching
hospital is 255 days. This delay in access to the service causes increased stress
amongst staff and anxiety of patients as they are spending increased amounts of
time in the symptomatic state and their condition can also deteriorate while
waiting. The aim of this organisational developmental project is to reduce the
waiting time to have Carpal Tunnel Syndrome screening performed. The project
involved the redesign of the Electromyography service’s process with demand
shifted by the addition of waiting list validation and referrals inappropriately
referred to this hospital were redirected to the appropriate hospital. The new
process involved the introduction of an extra technologist lead clinic to increase
throughput along with the application of lean methodologies to remove waste and
improve the efficiency of the bottlenecks in the existing clinics. These demand
and capacity measures caused a significant (35 %) reduction in the waiting time
for Carpal Tunnel Syndrome screening to 166 days, increased efficiency as seen
by a reduction in the ‘fail to attend’ rates resulting in cost savings for the
organisation but also increased equity of access. This enabled a greater
understanding of the service on a micro level with acknowledgement that
demand and capacity variation and its management is a vital part of waiting list
management along with the appropriate use of the constraint, which is the
bottleneck.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Introduction
Waiting can cause dissatisfaction amongst staff providing health services
but also amongst the patients whose health and medical conditions can worsen
while waiting for a procedure. This project details the reduction of the waiting list
for Electromyography (EMG) studies, used in the diagnosis of Carpal Tunnel
Syndrome (CTS) within a Neurophysiology Department in a university teaching
hospital. The remainder of this chapter describes the organisation and the
context of this change, how the waiting list will be reduced, the rationale behind
this change and the writers’ role within this change.

1.2 Organisation and Context
The organisational development project was carried out in a large
university teaching hospital in Dublin’s north inner city. The hospital is one of
eleven hospitals in the Dublin East Hospital Grouping. It provides tertiary
services to other hospitals within this group.
This project was implemented in the Department of Clinical
Neurophysiology which provides EMG and Nerve Conduction Studies (NCS),
which are used in the diagnosis of neuromuscular disorders such as CTS and
Motor Neurone Disease. The department consists of three consultants, two parttime and one full time but also three technologists, one chief and two senior.
Donabedian (1988) describes how structures and processes of an
organisation can affect the outcomes of that organisation (Figure 1). The
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process of the EMG service was analysed, new interventions implemented and
the new process evaluated to see if there were improved outcomes, the purpose
of which can improve workflow and educate the workforce (Canel et al 2010).

Figure 1: Structure, Process and Outcome (Donabedian 1988)

The current process map (Figure 2) shows the referral pathway (red),
patient pathway (blue) and reporting pathway (green). This is a rather complex
process due to the skills mix of staff, batching and the number of clinics
available. Procedure A was the focus of this project which is a clinic used to
diagnose CTS. Urgent referrals are given priority with routine referrals batched
into clinic type. Referrals which state “CTS?” are placed in a queue for Procedure
A which occurs in Monday clinics by the technologist. There are two EMG clinics
running alongside one another, one consultant lead and one technologist lead.
The testing procedure can involve two parts, NCS and EMG. NCS are performed
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in both consultant and technologist rooms with the consultant performing the
second part, EMG. Therefore, once the technologist’s patient has had the NCS
part performed, results are shown to consultant who decides if EMG is required.
Results are then sent back to the referring doctor.

3
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1.3 Rationale:
It is imperative that the health service plans for the future and reducing
waiting lists are an important strategic decision, due to the fact that the
population is growing but also getting older with increased incidences of certain
diseases (Jack & Powers 2009). Therefore, waiting lists need to be managed
now as this future demand will cause waiting lists to grow to extraordinary
lengths causing an increased risk to patients who are already suffering due to
long wait times. Increased demand on the health service causes increased costs
resulting in taxpayers paying extra for public services or increased insurance
costs for private policies. It is for this reason that health services should strive to
deliver their services more effectively and efficiently using lean management
tools without passing on costs to the service user (Laureani et al 2013).
It has been widely reported in the literature that increased waiting times
can cause distress, anxiety and dissatisfaction amongst patients which is due to
the fact that patients are spending increasing amounts of time in their
symptomatic stage and decreasing amounts of time in their asymptomatic stage.
Anxiety is also increased because patients sit on waiting lists unsure if or when
they will be seen by the relevant health care professional (Ni Shiothchain &
Byrne 2009, Murray 2000, Groocock 1999, Mullen 1993). Long waiting lists can
cause increased stress amongst health care providers which can make them
work less efficiently and effectively and susceptible to ‘burn out’ (Ni Shiothchain
& Byrne 1999). Patient’s conditions can also worsen which may make their
treatment more onerous to treat (Groocock 1999) which is evident in CTS.
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Patients usually present with sensory (pain and numbness) symptoms and if left
untreated for a long period of time the symptoms can develop into motor
symptoms resulting in weakness of the hand and dropping items (O’Neill et al
2008). This can make the operation for CTS more difficult, with poorer outcomes
and so it is important to reduce the waiting list for the procedure used to
diagnose this condition.
The longer a patient waits for an appointment, the higher the risk of the
patient failing to attend which reduces efficiency of the service (Ni Shiothchain &
Byrne 2009, Qu 2007). The direct correlation between wait time and fail to
attend (FTA) rates was demonstrated by Meekings and Briault (2013) which
showed an FTA rate of 9 percent with a wait of 5 weeks, increasing to 41 percent
with a wait of 25 weeks. Patients not turning up for their appointments does not
only affect the efficiency of the service, but also has cost implications as a single
FTA has been estimated at €80 by IMTtemp (2009) and €97 by Roberts et al
(2011). However, this cost is likely to be higher for EMG as the testing can take
up to an hour, with patient interaction with the healthcare provider at regular
outpatient clinics usually being significantly less. Therefore, reducing waiting lists
will have a knock on effect of increasing efficiency and reducing costs.
It has been previously stated that patient conditions deteriorate the longer
they have to wait but also there is an increased risk of patients not showing up
for their appointments. However, the literature also describes how patients who
are on waiting lists a long time will have sought treatment elsewhere or there
conditions have improved (Ni Shiothchain & Byrne 2009, Mullen 1993).
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Therefore, waiting list validation should be used to see if the patient still needs an
appointment.
The hospital is a primary referral centre within the Dublin East (Higgins
2013) hospital grouping and so the department should only receive referrals for
diagnostic procedures from hospitals within its grouping. However, a pilot study
(Appendix 1) from November 2013 analysed the demand on the department and
found that 10 percent of the referrals received were from outside of the Dublin
East hospital group adding unnecessary increased demand on the service and
so it would be plausible to reroute these referrals to the appropriate hospital.
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1.4 Aims and Objectives:
1.4.1 Aim
The aim is to reduce the waiting list for patients requiring CTS screening.

1.4.2 Objectives


Analyse the pre change demand and capacity of the department
from January 2014-October 2014 and post change in April 2015.

Reducing Demand:


Validate the waiting list for patients waiting 3 months or longer by
February 2015.



Redirect referrals incorrectly received by this department.

Increasing Capacity:


Introduction of an extra clinic each week, increasing capacity by 3-5
patients extra per week to commence on October 1st 2014.



Analyse the value added time in each clinic with addition of an extra
patient per clinic to commence in January 2015 if resources permit.

8
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1.5 Role of Student:
The student will gain ‘buy in’ from the more senior members of staff within
the department and this will be achieved by presenting them with the evidence of
the current situation and the evidence of the proposed changes based upon the
most recent literature available.
The student will apply for ethical approval as the project involves
contacting the patient directly. Once this is achieved the student will then validate
the waiting list by writing to all patients waiting longer than 3 months. In order to
reroute the referrals which should have been sent elsewhere, the student will vet
each referral that is received and redirect referrals where necessary.
The student will perform the tests in the extra Wednesday clinic with each
of the remaining clinics allocated extra patients if resources permit based upon
data which will be collected by each technologist working in the clinics.
Evaluation of the objectives will then be performed and presented to all
members of the team with discussions about the permanent implementation of
these objectives.

1.6 Summary
The aims and objectives were discussed in this chapter along with the
rationale for the need to change within the organisation. The next chapter,
literature review, will discuss the evidence available which will guide the
objectives and methods and detail the likelihood of success.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
This review of the literature was performed in order to inform the writer on
how best to approach waiting list management and reduce backlogs. This review
gave the writer a comprehensive insight into the theory and practice involved in
waiting list management and contributed to the methods and methodologies of
how to implement objectives in order to reduce the waiting list for CTS screening.

2.2 Search Strategy:
The search method involved using Emerald, Health Business Review and
Pub Med databases but also Google Scholar. The keywords used included
waiting lists, healthcare demand, healthcare capacity, validation and lean. This
resulted in forty-two papers, thirty of which were relevant to this change project.
This search evoked the following themes as described below: waiting lists,
factors that contribute to waiting lists, demand management and capacity
management. The information obtained was on studies predominantly from the
United Kingdom and Ireland with a small number of studies from the United
States of America, Canada and India.
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2.3 Review of Themes
2.3.1 Waiting Lists
In order to reduce waiting lists in any health service it is first imperative to
understand why waiting lists occur. There is extensive literature available on this
topic most of which discusses the theory behind waiting lists and commentary on
how they occur. Many operational practices occur within healthcare that
contributes to prolonged waiting lists and these practices are discussed
throughout the literature.
Much of the literature discusses the importance of managing demand and
capacity in order to prevent waiting lists or to enable their reduction. The demand
in a healthcare context is the patients who use the service with capacity the
resources used to treat these patients. Klassen & Rohleder (2002) describes
demand management as the ability to shift or influence when patients use a
service, with capacity management the ability to have the available resources to
meet the expected demand on the service. While it can be possible to shift or
influence demand in the services industry by modifying prices such as increasing
prices when demand is high or reducing prices when this demand is low (Gooch
& Kahn 2014, Adenso-Diaz et al 2002), this is not possible in a public healthcare
setting as the patients do not pay directly for the service, but also in the majority
of cases such as in emergencies patients present not because they want to but
because there life literally depends upon it. It is for this reason in the writer’s
opinion that a more apt definition in a healthcare context for demand and
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capacity management is the ability to control when a patient uses a service
(demand) and the ability to match resources to meet this expected demand.
There is much literature available that explains why waiting lists emerge.
Healthcare workers are of the opinion that waiting lists can emerge due to the
large numbers of patients presenting to outpatient departments or clinics is
greater than the resources available to treat these patients , in other words
demand outstrips capacity (Greaves et al 2013, Ni Shiothchain & Byrne 2009,
Groocock 1999, Mullen 1993, VanBerkel & Blake 2007). However, demand
exceeding supply may be an explanation in some cases for long waiting lists, but
in reality according to Eriksson et al (2011) and Mullen (1993) waiting lists are
usually stagnant and not growing all the time which means that demand and
capacity are usually equal. While average demand and capacity are equal,
waiting lists still develop and this may be due to the variation in demand and
capacity (Silvester et al 2004, Walley et al 2006). If resources are stagnant then
there is a set amount of resources available to treat a set amount of demand. If
demand increases the resources are not able to cope with the increased demand
and so the demand is then pushed forward into the future and if demand
decreases there are wasted resources or capacity and this cannot be carried
forward into the future. In the writers opinion this is a more plausible explanation
for why waiting lists develop and so the resources need to be flexible enough to
meet the variation in demand (Murray 2000).
To summarise, healthcare workers may be of the opinion that demand
exceeds capacity and this may be a reasonable excuse to obtain more
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resources. However, in reality demand matches capacity and it is the misuse of
the capacity or resources that causes backlogs. Therefore, it is important to have
theoretical knowledge of why waiting lists occur in the first place before one can
contemplate reducing them.

2.3.2 Factors that Contribute to Waiting Lists
There are a number of practices which are used within healthcare
organisations and are also applied to the writer’s department but are rarely
questioned and are considered the way things are done within the department.
These practices however, contribute to the length of waiting lists and will be
discussed here in.
Firstly, at times healthcare workers tend to think of waiting lists in a
positive light. They incorrectly assume that because there is a waiting list that
their resources are being used to their maximum ability and are a sign of
efficiency. This belief may be used as a rationing tool to provide extra resources.
However, this belief does not consider the theory of constraints in which each
system has a bottleneck or rate limiting process (Silvester et al 2004), and in the
writer’s opinion this bottleneck may be working effectively but may not be working
efficiently and so the bottleneck may be the cause of the waiting list. It requires
delving deeper into the system to see if the bottleneck is efficient, and so it
cannot be assumed that because there is a waiting list that the system is
operating efficiently. Also, publicly funded health services do not have an endless
supply of money and so managers must sometimes ration, rationing between the
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cost of reducing queues and waiting time. Similarly, patients ration by cost and
time by deciding whether they will pay to be privately treated or wait to be seen in
what they consider a ‘free’ public service (VanBerkel & Blake 2004, Mullen
1993).
Secondly, batching of referrals is a procedure where patients with similar
conditions are combined into categories with each category having its own
waiting time with the belief that it may be easier to schedule similar types of
patients and so increase efficiency. However, according to Walley et al (2006)
and Silvester et al (2004) this practice can add to waiting list times and could also
result in patients being placed in the wrong queue so should be used sparingly. A
study by Hobson (2007) eliminated batching of patients by using continuous
patient flow as the referrals were received, and this resulted in a 10 week
reduction in waiting lists. The batches in this study however, had very little inter
batch variation and so made the scheduling and process easier to manage. It is
the writers prerogative that due to scenarios where the patient testing time or
value added time for different categories of patient has a large variation, it makes
the scheduling of patients quite difficult and so batching may be unavoidable.
Thirdly the traditional model of dividing referrals into urgent and routine is
that urgent patients are usually slotted into already full clinics, and there is less
time available to fully treat them and so their urgent condition is only treated and
may need to return for another appointment down the line to finish their care or
are sent elsewhere against their wishes to be cared for. Overbooking is
performed in the hope that some of the routine patients who are waiting a long
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time to be seen do not turn up for their appointments (Murray & Berwick 2003).
The converse of the traditional model, the carve out model, involves leaving free
slots empty in clinics in anticipation of them being used by urgent patients. This
also increases the waiting time if these slots are not used as there is lost capacity
as a result (Silvester et al 2004).
The factors previously discussed whether avoidable or not are contributing
to waiting lists. Murray & Berwick (2003) propose the elimination of these
practices and the introduction of advanced access or same day access. This
involves the patient seeing the required healthcare professional at the time the
patient needs to see this person. While in the writer’s opinion this is theoretically
acceptable, it is not practically possible and so it is important that waiting lists are
reduced or eliminated prior to even considering advanced access. This should be
every healthcare providers vision when tackling waiting lists and so they ‘should
start with the end in mind’ with advanced access being the end.
Limiting or eliminating the aforementioned factors such as batching, carve
out and poor use of the bottlenecks enables the manager to reduce the backlog
and provide a more efficient and effective service to patients.

2.3.3 Demand Management
There are a number of methods of demand management that healthcare
organisations use to reduce demand in their services. These usually involve
restricting or shifting access to the service with the following methods identified in
the literature used to manage demand on healthcare services.
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Validation of waiting lists is one of these methods. Validation of a waiting
list is performed to see if, firstly the patient was correctly referred, then the
patient is contacted to see if the service has the patients correct details, their
symptoms persist and if they wish to remain on the waiting list. Silvester et al
(2004) states that patients that experience delays in accessing treatment for non
urgent conditions may get better or go elsewhere while. VanBerkel and Blake
(2007) state that patients who feel that the benefit of treatment outweighs the
wait will inevitably remove themselves from a waiting list. In these scenarios,
validation of the waiting list would remove the patients prior to receiving an
appointment. Groocock (1999) states that wealthier patients will take their
demand to the private health sector if their wait is too long. Mullen (1993) states
that performing a validation exercise on a waiting list can remove up half of the
waiting list, however, this paper also states that the methods used to validate the
waiting list can be controversial as it involves writing to the patients to see if they
wish to remain on the waiting list. If the patient fails to respond to the letter they
are removed from the waiting list. The problem arises with patients who may
have forgotten to respond to the letters or for patients who simply have moved
address since their last appointment and this method does not facilitate these
people and so a different method will be used within this project. Patients can
accept waiting up to 8 weeks for an appointment but when the wait exceeds 30
weeks the patient is liable to fail to attend, but periodic review or validation of the
waiting list can give patients the option as to whether they wish to remain on the
waiting list (Ni Shiothchain & Byrne 2009). Lodge and Bamford (2007) states that
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effective waiting list management can reduce the ’fail to attend’ (FTA) rate for
appointments by 5-12 percent. Validation is an effective waiting list management
tool that enables the flagging of patients who are liable to FTA for their
appointments as they may have moved address, had procedure performed
elsewhere or do not wish to have an appointment as their symptoms may have
improved.
While validation is widely used throughout the health service it is difficult to
find literature on studies performed via validation in outpatient clinics. There are a
large number of papers that show how successful validation can be on surgical
waiting lists and transplant waiting lists. Merion et al (2008) performed a
validation on transplant waiting lists over a 12 year period and this study showed
that 47 percent of the patients on the waiting list were removed as they had their
transplant in either a centre in the US or another centre outside of the US. The
supply of available organs is a major issue with transplants and so can be a
matter of poor quality of life and even death without them, and so patients may
be more inclined to go elsewhere to get the service than a patient attending an
outpatient department would for treatment or a procedure. Brewster et al (1991)
demonstrated the effects of waiting list validation on a surgical service with the
removal of 17 percent of patients from the waiting list with 40 percent of patients
having received treatment elsewhere, and 39 percent no longer wanting
treatment. However, after the validation there were still 25 percent of these
patients who wished to remain on the waiting list who failed to attend for their
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appointment, showing that the FTA rate may have been as high as 35 percent if
validation was not performed.
“Demand management is an attempt to shift demand” according to Jack
and Powers (2009 p149). Ni Shiothchain and Byrne (2009) used a screening or
triage clinic which enables organisations to review referrals as soon as they are
received, and redirect these referrals to other departments or organisations if
they have been inappropriately referred to the psychiatric service, resulting in
shifting patients away from the service. Donnellan et al (2010) states that
patients who are inappropriately referred to an outpatient clinic can cause an
increase in the outpatient waiting time. This study also performed a prescreening method on patients prior to attending an outpatient department clinic
and was able to reduce clinic attendance by 40 percent, resulting in extra
capacity. However, Mullen (1993) argues that any increase in capacity causes
an equal increase in demand. Gooch and Kahn (2014) describe this in an ICU
setting as demand elasticity; an increase in available beds (capacity) causes an
increase in demand for said beds. Groocock (1999) states that any increase in
demand is managed by the service tightening their acceptance criteria for
patients which is performed when the patient is referred, and so, if the patient is
outside this criteria they do not gain access to this service which prevents
demand from presenting in the first place. Therefore, even if there is an increase
in capacity the associated knock on effect of increased demand can be
counteracted by the service provider restricting access to the service through
changing referral criteria.
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Validation appears to have a positive effect on waiting lists but the
literature shows that this really is service specific with results dependent on the
type of service provided. Demand and capacity management is also shown to be
inextricably linked but any increase in demand can be counteracted by changing
acceptance criteria. The ability to control demand by shifting the demand or by
ensuring that the demand is still required by validating the waiting list will ensure
that unnecessary demand is not placed on the service, directly preventing an
increased backlog and waiting list.

2.3.4 Capacity Management
In order to ensure that the available capacity is being used effectively and
efficiently it is important to have a good understanding of the processes and
ensure that the processes are doing what they are set out to do. “Every system is
perfectly designed to get the results it gets and if we don’t like the results we get
we have to change the system” (Murray 2000 p.1596). Methods of doing this and
relatively new theories to the approach of capacity management are discussed.
“No single service process design is the best in all operating conditions”
(Sheu et al 2003 p901) and for this reason it is important for every organisation to
process map, at a low level the patient flow and to understand that all processes
have a bottleneck which effectively restricts the rate of throughput through the
process (Murray 2000).The effectiveness and efficiency of the use of this
bottleneck is what will decide the length of the backlog or waiting list. In normal
circumstances the bottleneck should only be used to 80 percent of its capacity in
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order to function efficiently and effectively, however, when there is a backlog this
should be increased to near 100 percent in order to reduce the backlog.
Continuous maximum use of the bottleneck can have the opposite effect of
causing waiting lists to get out of control (Walley et al 2006). Greaves et al (2011)
used process mapping to identify the bottleneck and used lean management
techniques in order to eliminate waste in the process that contributed to the
ineffective and inefficient use of the bottleneck.
Lean is a management tool established by industry and first mastered by
the Toyota Production System and has in more recent times been applied to
healthcare due to its absolute intolerance for mistakes and medical negligence. It
is a way to identify value, streamline value added activities, and perform these
activities with increasing effectiveness when required without disruption (AlBalushi et al 2014, Laureani et al 2013). This enables the elimination of nonvalue added activities or waste from the process (Al-Balushi et al 2014, Hobson
2007), or as Womack and Jones (1996) describe it as separating value added
activities from ‘muda’ (waste) and eliminating the non-value added (muda)
activities. Lean encompasses seven types of waste, with delay or waiting for
patients one of these, with implementation of lean methodologies to remove
waste by waiting has proven amongst other things to reduce waiting lists (Radnor
et al 2012). Laureani et al (2013) describes how lean management enabled a 33
percent increase in capacity in a radiology department while decreasing costs by
21 percent, while another hospital increased examinations by 45 percent without
the need to add more resources. This paper also describes the application of
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lean in an outpatient psychiatric clinic. Staff within the clinic process mapped the
patients’ pathway and eliminated waste within this pathway, enabling the
reduction in process time from 15 days to just 3 days. Waldhausen et al (2010)
describes the provision of workshops on lean management technique, 5S, to
eliminate waste. Data was collected pre and post workshops, with
implementation of lean techniques and the results showed that there was a
reduction in time the patient spent in the exam room from 49 minutes to 33
minutes, with the percentage of exam room time the patient spent with the
provider increasing from 30 percent to 61 percent at 30 days. This reduction in
exam room time would enable an increase in throughput of patients and so an
increase in capacity. However, the data was collected again at 60 days and 1
year post implementation with exam room time increasing once again to 41
minutes and 42 minutes respectively. In the writers opinion this shows that the
change was not permanently frozen, and that perhaps after 60 days post
implementation staff may have introduced non value added activities into clinics
again, and so another rehash workshop should have been performed. Gijo et al
(2013) calculated average blood collection times and implemented lean
methodology to remove non-value added activities, resulting in a decrease in
collection time from 24 minutes to 11 minutes and so enabled an increase in
throughput and hence increase in capacity.
Schutz & Kolisch (2013) details how the stochasticity of the duration of
procedures affect the ability to schedule appropriately, resulting in varied
customer wait time in outpatient departments, but also the expense incurred in
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overtime payments and wasted capacity. Westbury et al (2009) examined the
utilisation of operating theatres for gynaecological surgeries to see if theatres
were being optimally used to match demand. The writer measures the average
time it took to perform gynaecological surgeries and compared this to whether
the scheduling of surgeries or operating capacity could be improved to meet
demand. Waldhausen et al (2010), Gijo et al (2013) and Westbury et al (2009) all
noted the importance of variation between staff members performing procedures,
and so used student t tests as a method of analysing if this variation was
statistically significant, which if so can have implications on the average time it
takes to perform procedures and also scheduling of patients.
Aside from lean methodologies there is not a huge amount of literature
available on capacity management or methods to increase capacity. Some of the
literature found explores capacity simulation models. Simulation models are tools
or mathematical algorithms that evaluate a ‘what if’ or false implementation of an
intervention prior to it being implemented (VanBerkel & Blake 2007), or as
described by Virtue et al (2013) a system that is developed by imitating a process
or problem and generating a false scenario to draw conclusions about that
process or problem. Simulation makes it possible to study non existent models
that could be used to match resources with demand. Clague et al (1997) argues
that the available literature on capacity management deals with increasing
throughput, but these studies are very low level changes and speciality specific,
and in the writers opinion this may be the reason for such a limited supply of
literature available on increasing capacity. Clague et al (1997) states that
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simulation models can be made generic and used in multiple scenarios.
VanBerkel and Blake (2007) further emphasises this opinion saying that
simulations should be accurate, reproducible in multiple scenarios and robust
enough to be used in research and operationally. Simulation makes it possible to
study non existent models that could be used to match resources with demand.
Clague et al (1997) is of the opinion that simulation models are advantageous as
they enable interventions to be tested without the disruptions caused by the
intervention itself. However, simulation models can be costly and time consuming
but when implemented in a clinical scenario can be used as argument for
resources, with VanBerkel and Blake (2007) showing the need for increased
resources in order to maintain an efficient service in certain scenarios if they
were to occur. While simulation models may be expensive, Virtue et al (2013)
argues that they can increase productivity and elicit savings by aligning
themselves with the purposes of lean methodologies, and remove waste from a
process. However, neither of the aforementioned studies actually implemented
simulation in daily practice within a clinical context and so the writer concludes
that the reasoning for this is that they are probably only in the research stage at
present, they are quite complex to use and they may not be robust enough to use
across many environs, and so may only be low level service specific.
A low level understanding of ones service is required in order to operate
the service effectively and efficiently with lean management and process
mapping methods used to enable the service become efficient and effective. In
essence, the bottleneck is considered the rate limiting factor and so when there
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is a backlog, the bottleneck should be used maximally in order to reduce the
backlog. Effective and efficient use of the bottleneck will result in the reduction in
waiting lists.

2.4 Implications for the Project:
When attempting to reduce waiting lists it is firstly imperative to
understand why they occur. Understanding of, and monitoring the variation in
demand and capacity will enable the change agent to ensure once the lists are
reduced, they will not build up again. The two pronged approach of demand and
capacity management is effective in reducing waiting lists.
Demand is managed by shifting demand by implementation of acceptance
or exclusion criterion and changing these where necessary but there is also
evidence to suggest that continuous validation of the current waiting list will
remove patients who no longer need appointments.
Capacity is managed by making the best use of bottlenecks and ensuring
when there is a backlog that the bottlenecks are used to the maximum capacity
to ensure that the available resources are doing what they are supposed to be
doing. The involvement of lean methodologies ensure that non value added
activities, such as waste by waiting for patients, are removed from the bottleneck,
resulting in increased capacity within the bottleneck so that it can to do what it is
supposed to, which is treating patient’s.
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2.5 Summary
Variation is a causal factor in the formation of waiting lists. It is for this
reason that the writer agrees with Murray (2000) that in order to reduce or
prevent waiting lists from forming it is imperative that resources can be flexible in
order to meet the variableness of demand with the development of simulation
models an attempt to make this possible. Patients can present with a large
number of different conditions, each condition requiring differing staff members to
treat them and differing time constraints to treat each condition. While batching
should be avoided due to the fact that it places patients in a number of different
waiting lists it can be difficult to avoid, due to the variation in conditions and times
required to treat each patient. The inter staff member variation can also cause
issues around scheduling of patients, because the average time it takes staff
members to do procedures may require scheduling based on how long it takes
individual staff member to do a procedure, as opposed to generic scheduling.
Also if the combined average time of all staff members is used when scheduling
this can give skewed results with clinic being over booked or under utilised for
certain staff members if there is significant variation between staff members.
A very low level analysis or micro level analysis of demand and capacity,
medical conditions of the patients, the resources required to treat the patients,
processes and staff involvement in these processes is required to maintain and
reduce waiting lists. The fact that there are so many aforementioned obstacles
required to provide a service in healthcare makes service delivery so complex.
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The ability to match capacity with varying demand is the key to reducing waiting
lists while at the same time ensuring that bottlenecks are working maximally.
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Chapter 3: Methods and Methodologies
3.1 Introduction
This chapter begins with an informative discussion on organisational
development and the approaches used to elicit change within the healthcare
environment. It will also inform the reader of the change models used in change
management and show the practicality of one of these models in implementing
this change management project.

3.2 Organisational Development
It is important that organisations have a vision of where they want to be
and develop a strategy of how to get there. In a healthcare context it is important
to develop a strategy based upon whom, what and how you are going to provide
the service and base the service around what you can realistically perform and
perform it well (Finklestein & Borg 2004). Change is an integral part of forming a
strategy.
Change is at times viewed as a directive with which comes from senior
management and has a top down approach. However, a significant amount of
change within healthcare comes from the bottom due to the professional
bureaucracy structure of healthcare organisations, where by highly skilled and
autonomous staff work at all levels of the hospital, and so change can occur form
the bottom up (Braithwaite & Westbrook 2005). In the writer’s opinion change
can be elicited by anybody, in any position, who encounters an issue and has the
leadership skills and qualities to bring about change with this project showing
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how change can be elicited from staff at the bottom without legitimate power.
Therefore, change can be a mixture of top down or bottom up (emergent)
approaches (McAuliffe & Van Vaerenbergh 2006).
Sirkin et al (2006) details four factors to successful change: duration,
integrity, commitment and effort. In terms of duration it states that longer projects
with frequent reviews are more successful. The latter three: integrity,
commitment and effort detail the ‘buy in’ from staff which includes using best
available staff and taking into account their workloads and enthusiasm for
change. This can be challenging as change can be resisted in organisations as it
affects our espoused values and basic assumptions (Schein 2010). The majority
of people prefer the current situation as they are comfortable in this state; they
are familiar with it and can predict the majority of scenarios (Moran & Brightman
1998). In the writers opinion change is resisted due fear of the unknown with
people questioning themselves in terms of their position, their ability and their
work life balance during and after the change.
The aim of this project has detailed the short term vision of this service
with the objectives detailing the strategy involved in meeting this vision. The key
to successful change management is to convince stakeholders of the necessity
of the change and obtain ‘buy in’ with change management models devised in
order to make change more acceptable and successful. Organisational
development (OD) models are helpful in guiding change and these models will be
discussed next.
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3.3 OD Change Models
There are two categories of OD change model available: linear and
cyclical models. The linear models consist of Kurt Lewin's model and Kotter's 8
step model.
Kurt Lewin argued that successful change should follow three steps:
unfreezing the current state, movement to a new state and refreezing newly
established state to make it permanent (Bozak 2003). In unfreezing the status
quo he uses a force field analysis, which looks at drivers for change and also
restraining forces or resistors to change. In unfreezing the status quo it is
imperative that a force field analysis is performed to ascertain the drivers and
resistors of this change. The basis for this analysis is not about enhancing drivers
but about diminishing resistors in order elicit change. While this model is
theoretically correct in how change occurs, it is a very broad model that
considers change occurring in only three steps with a clear absence of the lower
level implications of change and the behaviours associated with it and so it is of
limited use. Kotter’s 8 step model divides each of the 8 steps in the change
process into general activities of change which are: create a climate, engage and
enable the organisation and implement and sustain the change. This model is
advantageous over Lewin’s model as it is more practical to use with a greater
insight into the steps and processes involved in change. The downfall of this
model but also Lewin’s model is that they are both one directional meaning they
do not accommodate for the chaotic back and forth nature of the change process
but also they do not allow building on the previous improvement. However,
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Farkas (2013) argues that there is evidence that only some of Kotter’s 8 steps in
the model were used in previous studies but also the steps were used in a
different order and perhaps this shows that the model is diverse and may
unintentionally take the anarchy of the change process into consideration.
The cyclical change models are broadly based upon the ‘plan, do, study,
act’ (PDSA) cycle by Deming (1986). This model allows for continuous
improvement of a change due to its cyclical nature resulting in Total Quality
Improvement which is doing the same thing better (Ennis & Harrington 1999).
However, the PDSA cycle has more recently been used for Continuous Quality
Improvement (CQI) which facilitates change by continuously doing different
things to improve quality. The PDSA cycle lacks detail in the change process and
does not represent the true reality of anarchy in the change process by enabling
going back and forth between each stage. Senior and Swailes (2010) change
model is a cyclical model which allows for CQI, has a provision instilled to allow
for the chaotic nature of change by enabling the back and forth process between
steps but also six steps which allow it to guide the change agent through the
process. The HSE change model (HSE 2008) allows for CQI, the chaotic nature
of the change process but the difference is that it has four steps similar to the
PDSA cycle but these steps are then further subdivided which makes this model
more practical to use and gives a step by step guide to the change agent.
To summarise, Kotter's and Lewin's models are linear and so do not have
a provision for CQI or take into consideration the anarchy of the change process.
Deming’s PDSA cycle, while cyclical is quite broad with Senior and Swailes
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model also cyclical it does contain more steps. The HSE change model (Figure
4) allows for CQI, the back and forth nature of change but also a step by step
guide to the change process and so was the model used in undertaking this
project.

Figure 4: The HSE Change Model (HSE 2008)
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3.4 HSE Change Model
3.4.1 Initiation
The purpose of this stage in the change process is to allow the change
agent to gain an insight into the environment in which the change occurs, the
potential benefits of this change in relation to the people affected by and
resources required for the change. In order to gain this insight a number of tools
are required.
When eliciting change within any organisation it is important to analyse the
environment with which the change is to occur. A PESTLE analysis (Appendix 2)
was performed, which is a tool that examines external pressures that may be put
on an organisation when planning a strategy. The PESTLE analysis produces a
list of these factors such as international legislation which according to European
Commission (2002) report a patient is entitled to a right to access and a right to
treatment within a swift period of stated time. Also another external pressure is
ethical approval. In order for the writer to carry out this project it must be
approved by the ethics committee which could result in the project floundering.
The PESTLE is a good tool to examine the external environment to change but
does not examine the internal factors and does not state whether an external
factor is positive or negative to the change being implemented. A SWOT or
TOWS analysis is performed to examine the internal and external environment
associated with change. The environmental threats (T), opportunities (O),
weaknesses (W) and strengths (S) means it is possible to see the positivity or
negativity associated with each factor. Aldehayyat et al (2011) found that SWOT
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analysis was the preferred strategic tool to use but this only enables the
strategist view a snapshot in time and allow organisations deal with internal
strengths and weakness first although the external environment is changing
rapidly and should be dealt with first as in a TOWS analysis. The TOWS analysis
(Appendix 3) shows how the HSE service plan for 2015 (HSE 2014) which part is
to reduce the waiting lists can be used as a threat but also an opportunity to elicit
change and how using this in one or another way will elicit change. It is also seen
how the newly established hospital groupings can be used as a rationale to the
director to show that we are testing patients outside our group and we have the
opportunity because of this report to re-route these referrals.
In order to gain an insight into how change can occur within an
organisation it is important to analyse the culture. An organisation can have the
best laid strategies and plans but culture can be a road block to change and so
culture has the ability to ‘eat strategy for breakfast’. Although all cultures are not
bad, some may be inappropriate to what the organisation is trying to achieve
(Handy 2000). It is for this reason that the culture of the Neurophysiology
department was analysed in order to identify the culture and how best to
implement change with keeping the culture of the department in mind. Using a
Goffee and Jones (1998) cultural framework it was possible to analyse the
culture of the Neurophysiology department (Appendix 4). This analysis showed
that the department had a ‘networked culture’, meaning it is high on the people
involved in the job (sociability) but low on getting the job in hand done (solidarity).
As can be seen from the Sociability/Solidarity framework the department is quite
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close to the ‘communal culture’ which is high in sociability and solidarity and in
the writer’s opinion is the ideal culture. The implementation of the capacity
objectives will enable the transition to a communal culture which may not be too
difficult to achieve as the current culture is quite close to the communal culture
and it is positive meaning the departmental stakeholders may adapt well to
change.
After analysing the culture of the department it is important to identify all
stakeholders involved in the change process and this is obtained using a
stakeholder analysis (Appendix 5). It is also important to establish which
stakeholders involved in the change project are drivers and which may be
resistors for this change. A force field analysis (Appendix 6) is performed in order
to establish this. The three main resistors are the sessional consultant as this
person will be the lead for the extra Wednesday afternoon clinic, the senior
technologist as this person will be required to record how long it takes them to
test each patient and the administrative staff member as the extra throughput will
involve extra reports to be typed and sent out.
Once the drivers and resistors have been identified it is now important that
I analyse my powers which I can use to diminish resistors and gain ‘buy in’,
aligning them with the change process. Two theories or models were researched
when analysing the powers in which I could use to diminish the resistors. Spicer
and Fleming (2014) give a theoretical approach to power by describing four
power bases: coercion, manipulation, domination and subjectification with each
of these powers having four sites which can be acted on: in, through, over and
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against. French and Raven (1959) describes five power bases which were later
adopted to include another two bases of power. Spicer and Fleming (2014)
model while quite modern and theoretically sound was not very practical or
subjective as it did not provide a method of assessing ones own power bases
that can be used to diminish resistors where as French and Raven (1959)
although quite old has a practical element and is quite subjective also due to the
use of a questionnaire and so this is the model I used to analyse my power. Four
resistors were identified using a stakeholder analysis and force field analysis.
Each of these resistors and the powers and influences most applicable to these
people are extracted from the French and Raven (1959) power bases
questionnaire (Appendix 7) and can be seen below in Table 1.

Resistor

Chief Technologist

Senior Technologist
Sessional Consultant
Admin

Most
Applicable
Power
Information,
Referent

Other High
Ranking
Powers
Connection,
Legitimate,
Reward
Reward,
Connection
Connection

Information,
Legitimate
Referent
Expert,
Connection

Information,
Legitimate,
Coercive

Influence

Rational
Persuasion
Exchange,
Personal Appeal.
Rational
Persuasion
Exchange,
Authority

Table 1: Power and Influences
In order to become a change champion I must also analyse my leadership
traits and styles and chose a leadership approach that enables me to evoke the
interests of the followers through this change project. The other staff members
and I filled out a leadership trait questionnaire (Northouse 2011a, Appendix 8).
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The follower’s perception of me was higher than my perception of self in
perceptiveness, self-assurance, trustworthiness and friendliness. This shows that
I am underestimating myself and perhaps be more confident in these areas and
use them to my advantage to achieve change. I overestimated my persistency
and outgoingness when compared to the follower’s perception and this tells me
that I could improve in these areas. Also a leadership style questionnaire
(Northouse 2011b, Appendix 9) shows that I am more of a democratic leader and
according to Raelin (2012) democratic leaders are inclusive and encompass all
people associated with the change. Democratic leadership is strongly associated
with organisational development which is individual empowerment and
development along with organizational change management. The approach I will
use is the situational leadership approach (Appendix 10). This leadership
approach focuses on the leader’s role by offering guidance, direction and socioemotional support depending upon the developmental level of the followers
(Avery & Ryan 2002). The leader recognises the follower's needs and adjusts
their style to meet these needs (Figure 5) but also fits with my democratic
leadership style as this enables individual empowerment.
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Figure 5: Situational Leadership Diagram (Bozzuto 2010)

I will use this situational leadership approach with all stakeholders directly
involved in the change whether they are drivers or resistors in order to elicit
change based upon their own needs. Although studies by Papworth et al (2008)
and Cairns et al (1998) show very little support for situational leadership, it is
however, used by 80 percent of the Fortune 500 companies and so must have
some merit (Northouse 2001).
Using the above tools I have discovered the culture of the department and
an insight into how the department will deal with change. I have also identified
the main stakeholders and identified which stakeholders will be drivers and
resistors for this change and also discovered my leadership style and approach
along with the power and influences I can use to elicit change by diminishing the
resistors. These will now be discussed in the next section of the change model
which is planning for the change.
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3.4.2 Planning
This section of the change model details how I gained ‘buy in’ from the
stakeholders, description of the current process and what needs to change and
why but also the vision of the new process (Figure 3).
The main drivers were the Director of Clinical Neurophysiology and I. The
director of the department has legitimate power due to their position as head of
the department, connection power as they have a close relationship with the
sessional consultant but also referent power as they are charismatic and quite
supportive of research and education. Due to this person’s powers it is essential
that they get on board for this project if it is to be successful. I decided it was best
to meet with the director first and used my expert power and presented them with
data on the current situation that the departmental demand and capacity for
November 2013 (Appendix 1) were nearly equal but also the data showed the
amount of value added time in each clinic was quite low. This data contributed to
the urgency required to make this change. The basis for my argument was that
the current demand and capacity were practically equal even with low value
added times in some clinics. This enabled me to formulate my vision that by
increasing value added time in each clinic with the addition of an extra patient
and an extra clinic will result in increased capacity (patient throughput) and then
with capacity exceeding demand the waiting list will reduce. I then informed the
director of my objectives which were evidence based and so agreement was
reached to implement.
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The director then decided that the sessional consultant would lead the
extra clinic with neurophysiology technologist 1 performing the NCS part of the
test and the consultant reviewing the patient if required for the second part
(EMG) and reporting the procedure as in the other clinics. As I am a subordinate
of the sessional consultant it was agreed that the director would use their
legitimate and reward power to convince the sessional consultant to lead this
extra clinic. The director enabled this to happen by agreeing that they would
report some of the sessional consultants other tests if they agreed to lead the
clinic.
Two technologists perform the NCS part of the test, the other senior
neurophysiology technologist (Technologist 2) and I (Technologist 1). It has
always been known that technologist 2 takes longer than technologist 1 to
perform this procedure. In order to increase value added time and capacity each
technologist must measure how long it takes to perform the procedure. It was
feared that technologist 2 may be apprehensive about this as they may feel it is a
personal attack on their quality of work. In order to implement this I spoke to
them on an individual basis using my legitimate and information. I explained that
this was being performed not to monitor their ability or quality of work but as a
measure to ensure that we are scheduling patients at the correct times based
upon the person who is performing the test as opposed to having across the
board time slots. The data collected shows that there are inconsistencies in how
long it takes each person to perform the test. As I have a close working
relationship with this person I used my personal appeal as an influencing tactic
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and explained that this would really help me achieve my goals and the
technologist 2 was agreeable to this and so was willing to record how long it took
them to perform the testing procedure.
Finally as there would be an increase in throughput with the
implementation of this project it is important that the department’s administrator
understood their role within the project. I explained that the current situation was
unable to continue and that there was urgency involved in order to improve
outcomes for patients. I used coalition as an influence by explaining that while
there was increased work for them, there was also increased work for everyone
else and they were on board with the plan.
I then met again with the director of the department during an adhoc
meeting in September 2014. I presented a revised process map and we agreed
implementation dates for the objectives of the project. Validation of the waiting
list would begin when ethical approval was obtained as this was a requirement.
The rerouting of referrals incorrectly referred to this department would begin
straight away. On the increasing capacity front we agreed to commence the extra
clinic in early October 2014 with 3-5 patients in each clinic depending on whether
one or both hands required testing. Baseline data for the duration of testing
procedure would be collected up until December 2014 with the introduction of an
extra patient into each remaining clinic in January 2015 if it was shown to be
possible.
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3.4.3 Implementation
The implementation of this change management project began in October
2014. Ethical approval was required for this to occur as it directly affected patient
care and so this was the first to obtained (See Reflective Diary). The later of this
section describes in detail how validation of the waiting list was performed,
rerouting non Dublin East Hospital Grouping referrals, addition of an extra clinic
and the analysis of current resources and processes to see if there was a
possibility of adding an extra patient into each clinic.
Ethical approval was the main obstacle in validating the waiting list and
this was not received until November 2014 and validation began in December
2014. Each patient on the waiting list was sent a letter detailing the purpose of
this study and background information about the study (Appendix 11, (Appendix
5 Reflective Diary)) with a questionnaire attached (Appendix 12). The patient was
given two weeks to consider each question and phoned to answer the questions
on the questionnaire. The responses were filled out on to an excel spreadsheet.
Patients who still required the test was informed that they would receive an
appointment in due course while patients who did not wish to remain on the
waiting list were told that their referring doctor would be informed of their decision
in writing (Appendix 13).
The next objective in terms of demand management was to reroute any
referrals that had been incorrectly sent to this department which should have
been sent to an alternative department based upon the new hospital groupings
(Higgins 2013). The ethics committee would not allow this to be performed
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retrospectively as there was a possibility of a patient who is already on our
waiting lists for six months may be referred to another department, and placed at
the back of that department’s waiting lists resulting in an overall longer wait. I
agreed with this caveat as it had the patient’s best interests at heart and so
began to take the vetting of referrals under my remit to prospectively pick out the
patients who should have been referred elsewhere. The referral letter of each
patient who was incorrectly referred was rerouted to another department within
the correct hospital grouping. The referring doctor was then also sent a letter
informing them of this decision (Appendix 14).
On increasing the capacity or throughput of the department the first
objective was the introduction of an extra clinic. Following agreement with the
director of the department, the extra Wednesday afternoon clinic began in
October 2014 which was to be overseen by the sessional consultant. There was
an increase of between three and five patients in each Wednesday afternoon
clinic depending on how many hands had to be tested with a half an hour slot
allocated per hand. However, during the first clinic the sessional consultant did
not remain on site and so was not able to see the patients that I required them to
see. This was due to the fact that they had conflicting work commitments in
another hospital on a Wednesday afternoon (See Appendix 2- Reflective Diary).
This problem was then brought to the director of the department the following
day. A risk assessment was performed using the NPSA (2008) Risk Model Matrix
(Appendix15). The risks of performing the procedure without a consultant and its
implications were identified with measures introduced to reduce the risk
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implemented using the NPSA (2008) Risk Model Matrix. It was decided with the
director of the department that the extra Wednesday afternoon clinic would
continue as a technologist lead clinic, with the technologist performing the most
basic procedure, CTS screening, and the patient returning soon after for the
second part of the procedure if necessary. The sessional consultant then
reported all patients studies performed the following Friday.
The second capacity objective was the implementation of an extra patient
in each clinic if resources permitted. In order to see if there was available time in
each clinic for an extra patient it was necessary to measure how long it took the
two technologists to perform each procedure and measure the value added time
in each of these clinics. The testing time data was collected on every patient in
every clinic from October 2014 to December 2014 with a total of 49 patients
measured. This data was placed into IBM SPSS in order to calculate if there was
a statistical significance in the testing times between the two technologists using
an independent t-test (Appendix 16). A parametric test, the independent t-test,
was chosen as the data collected met all the assumptions for this test. On
average the time taken to test one hand was less for technologist 1 (M=27.82,
SE=3.18) than technologist 2 (M=44.81, SE=2.07). This difference was not
significant t(47)= -7.254, p>0.05 and so it is correct to assume that there is no
statistically significant difference in the times it takes for the two technologist to
perform the procedure. I also looked at the effect size which is an objective
measure of the relationship between the two technologists testing time which
allows the estimation of how large an effect is even if the data being compared is
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or is not significant (Field 2009). The effect size was large, r=0.53, which
accounts for 25% of the variance between the two technologists testing time
(Appendix 17). Coe (2002) argues that the most important aspect that needs to
be measured during an intervention is its effect as opposed to how significant
statistically the intervention is, and it is for this reason that while the t-test did not
show a significance between testing times, the effect size showed a large
variation and so may be a more sensitive measure. The allocated testing time
and the average testing times for the two technologists can be seen in table 2.

Allocated Time
(minutes)

Technologist 1
average time
(minutes)
Unilateral Test
60
27
Bilateral Test
90
54
Table 2: Allocated versus actual testing times

Technologist 2
average time
(minutes)
44
88

It can be seen that for technologist 1 the average time it takes to test the patient
is approximately half that of the allotted time. Whereas technologist 2 two takes
75 percent of the time allocated time for one hand but nearly 100 percent of the
allocated time for two hands. Technologist 1 has lower value added time for each
patient but also each clinic when compared to technologist 2, which shows that
technologist 1 is wasting a large amount of resources due to the fact that the time
slots are incorrectly matching the technologist and so it is for this reason that an
extra patient was added into each of technologist 1’s clinic. This increases the
value added time of the bottleneck which according to Slack et al (2013) should
be used maximally when there is a backlog. However, this was not possible for
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technologist 2’s clinic due to the fact that this persons value added times were
rather high and the allocated slots appeared to nearly match this persons testing
time. Based on this evidence it was decided that an extra patient was added to
technologist 1’s clinics, which occur every second week commencing in January
2014.

3.4.4 Mainstreaming
This project was successful in meeting its aim of reducing the waiting list
for access to CTS screening and it is therefore imperative that the stated
objectives are continued in order to further reduce the backlog and continue to
improve the quality of service that is offered to our patients. The new referral and
testing pathways will be introduced on a permanent basis as seen by the new
EMG process map (Figure 3).
It has been shown that validation of the waiting list contributed to the
reduction in demand on the service. Therefore, it has been decided that
validation will continue but on all batches of referrals. At the moment there are
negotiations ongoing in order to hand over the validation of the department’s
waiting list to the validation office which has responsibility for all other outpatient
waiting lists. EMG was not originally under the remit of the validation office as
EMG is a diagnostic department, and historically, validation was not performed
on diagnostic waiting lists. However, the fact that the validation was successful
on this occasion and that the service plan for 2015 (HSE 2014) identifies the
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need to reduce waiting lists for this year may convince the validation office to
take this under their remit.
It has also been decided that the senior technologist will continue to vet all
referrals to the department in order to decipher which referrals should be
accepted in this department and which referrals should be shifted elsewhere.
The extra Wednesday afternoon clinic will continue as a technologist lead
clinic. The fact that this clinic is now technologist lead will remove the complexity
of scheduling the clinic as opposed to if it were a consultant lead clinic that
depended on the technologist and consultant’s availability. The technologist has
complete autonomy over the provision of this clinic which means that further
flexibility in providing this service is possible such as moving the clinic day if
required for operational reasons.
This project and its successful outcome has gained the writer trust from
management in that I know how to tackle the waiting list problems and that I am
determined to do so. The director of the department also has trust in my clinical
skills to give me complete autonomous control over the operating of these clinics
and so it would be unwise of me not to use this to my advantage to continue the
already hard earned gains of waiting list management and make the new process
‘the way we do things around here’ in order to continue the job of reducing the
backlog and then to implement further changes to improve the quality of the
service which is offered to our patients.
The importance of leading change in a particular way can never be
underestimated. Communication with all members of the team is vital. Obtaining
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‘buy in’ at any early stage with all stakeholders is imperative to success and the
best way to do this is in my opinion is to gather the evidence prior to engaging
with stakeholders in order to back up your rationale for change.

3.5 Summary
This chapter has given a comprehensive insight into change management
and the models used to guide through the change process. The environment in
which the change occurred, and the negotiations involved in bringing this change
to fruition were discussed, along with the process of implementing this change
and its benefits using the HSE change model. The next section, evaluation, will
detail the outputs and outcomes of this change management project.
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Chapter 4: Evaluation
4.1 Introduction:
Evaluation is the rigorous and systematic collection of research data,
analysed in a scientific manner to see how effective an organisation,
programme or service is running or to assess the implementation of a change
to this organisation, programme or service (Ovretveit 1998, Bowling 1997). All
too often healthcare interventions, no matter how big or small, are implemented,
assuming what is being done is going to improve the efficiency of the service.
However, this assumption is not known as the effectiveness of the intervention is
not measured in a scientific manner. According to Ovretveit and Gustafson
(2002) evaluation of these interventions is not done due to the difficulties in
measuring outcomes and understanding the causes of these associated
outcomes in health systems that are quite complex and rapidly changing
themselves.
In terms of this project, its strategic goal is to make the service more
accessible by reducing the waiting list. This chapter, evaluation, will discuss the
importance of healthcare evaluation and its aims. It will enable the writer to guide
the objectives into measures and produce results using formative evaluation and
monitor their success over time to see if the interventions had a positive impact
on the waiting list (Haggerty et al 2011).
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4.2 Significance of Healthcare Evaluation
Evaluation plays a significant role in all change management projects as it
enables the identification of how successful an intervention was. All OD change
models from the basic PDSA cycle (Deming 1986) to the HSE (2008) model
contain a step which involves evaluation. In the case of the HSE model which
was utilised to guide this change project, evaluation is performed in the
‘mainstreaming’ stage. The evaluation enables the writer to analyse the data
collected to see if there has been an improvement in quality before and after the
intervention. It allows the writer to feedback this information to important
stakeholders, the decision makers in regards to implementation and those who
are affected by the implementation (Rychetnik et al 2002). A particular emphasis
is on the provision of the results to the decision makers (management), as they
are the people who will inevitably decide if the project was successful enough to
warrant a continuation in improving quality. This evaluation stage has the ability
to act as a means of gaining ‘buy in’ for the next phase of the project and so the
cycle begins again by continuously improving quality by doing things differently.

4.3 Evaluation
4.3.1 Aims
The aim of this evaluation is to measure the extent to which the
interventions involved in reducing the CTS waiting list achieved the stated
objectives (Lazenbatt 2002). The evaluation will measure the effect the
objectives had on the overall aim of reducing the waiting list. A managerial
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approach is used to measure how the interventions in the inputs and processes
involved in providing the CTS screening service to patients affects the outcome
using a quantitative method (Ovretveit 1998). This goal orientated model will
allow the change agent to present the findings in terms of efficiency,
effectiveness and economy (Cormack 2000) of this formative outcome evaluation
to all stakeholders to portray if the intervention was successful, garner support for
sustainability of the intervention, provide evidence for production of policy such
as implementation of rerouting referrals based on Higgins (2013) report and also
provide evidence to current theory on interventions (Green & South 2006). This
will be achieved using the following measures.

4.3.2 Methods and Measures
The demand objectives will be measured by counting the number of
patient’s removed from the waiting list by validation and re-directing the referrals
and calculating the percentage reduction these had on demand.
The effect of the extra clinic will be shown by the increased number of
patient’s which were tested during the course of the intervention. The extra
patients in the remaining clinics will be measured by the increase in overall value
added time in the remaining clinics and the number of patient’s which were
tested in these clinics.
The overall demand and capacity will be measured by counting how many
patient’s were referred to the department on a weekly basis compared to how
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many slots were available for testing pre and post the implementation of the
objectives with average demand and capacity measured to show the change.
The overall outcome of the project, which is to reduce the waiting time for
CTS screening, will be measured by showing the change in average waiting time
pre and post the interventions.

4.3.3 Results
4.3.3.1 Demand Measures
Validation was performed on all patients waiting longer than 3 months to
have a CTS screening performed which amounted to 50 validation letters being
sent out to 50 patients. As per validation protocol agreed by ethics 92% (46
patients) were contactable by phone to answer the questions provided on the
questionnaire. The other four who were not contactable by phone were sent a
further letter to contact the department if they wished to remain on the waiting list
with no response from any of the four patients. However, these could not be
removed from the waiting list. Of the 46 patients, 44 (95 percent) agreed to
answer the questions and so gave verbal consent to participate in the study with
two patients declining. Of the 44 patients who participated in the study, four
patients (9 percent) were no longer symptomatic. These four patients then
decided they no longer wished to have the test performed and can be removed
from the waiting list. A further two patients wished to be removed from the waiting
list even though they still had symptoms but had the CTS screen performed in a
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private organisation. Therefore, in total six of the 44 patients (Figure 6) wished to
be removed from the waiting list resulting in a 14 percent reduction in demand.
Do you wish to receive an appointment for EMG test?
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Figure 6: Validation Questionnaire Result

Each referral letter which was received by the department was vetted and
categorised (Figure 7). It can be seen that the majority of referrals (n=32, 45
percent) were received from within the writers own hospital. General Practitioners
referred 23 (32 percent) patients with other hospitals within the Dublin East
hospital grouping referring 13 (18 percent) of patients. However, the data shows
that there were three (4 percent) referrals received from other hospitals outside
of the Dublin East Hospital grouping. These referrals originated in Dublin North
East hospitals and so should have been referred to another department with the
Dublin North East hospital grouping. These three referrals were re-routed to the
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alternative department and so taken off the waiting list of this department
reducing the demand on the CTS screening service by 4 percent.

Origin of Referrals
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Figure 7: Origin of Referrals
The overall result of the implementation of the demand measures,
validation and re-directing referrals, pre and post the change are seen below
(Figure 8) which shows that there was a reduction in the demand on the
department.
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Figure 8: Demand Measures

4.3.3.2 Capacity Measures
The introduction of the extra Wednesday afternoon CTS clinic began on
October 1st 2014. This resulted in an increase in 3-5 patients per clinic every
week depending on the number of hands that required testing. As this clinic is
ongoing this is a formative evaluation occurring at the end of March 2015. Over
this 26 week period there was clinics held on 17 weeks resulting in an increase in
throughput of 54 patients. There was no extra clinic held on nine of these 26
weeks, six of which were the writer’s college days and the other three due to the
Christmas period.
The second increase in capacity measure occurred on January 27th 2015
which involved the increase in extra patients in the remaining clinics where
resources permitted. The previous statistical independent t-test showed that the
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average testing time was less for technologist 1 at approximately 30 minutes per
hand than for technologist 2 at approximately 45 minutes per hand. This was also
shown based on the value added time in each clinic which is the amount of time
used testing a patient as a percentage of the time allocated to test that patient, in
other words the amount of value added to the patient. The average value added
time for technologist 1 was 64 percent and 90 percent for technologist 2. This
showed that clinic schedule times were more accurate for technologist 2 as
opposed to technologist 1 which was also evident by the average testing times. It
was so decided that an extra patient would be added into each of technologist 1’s
clinics by reducing the time allocated to test each hand to 30 minutes resulting in
an extra patient being tested at the end of the clinic from January 27th to March
31st.
Again this was a formative evaluation as the intervention is ongoing. Of
the 10 weeks since the introduction of this intervention there was 5 weeks in
which technologist 1 was performing the studies which resulted in a total
increase of 11 patients over this 10 week period. When the value added time of
each of technologist 1’s clinics were re-evaluated after this intervention at clinic
17 (Figure 9) the value added time per clinic increased but also the average
value added time increasing to 74 percent. This showed that more of the
technologist time is being used testing the patients as opposed to being wasted
while waiting for the next patient to arrive due to poor scheduling of patient times.
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Figure 9: Value Added Time for Technologist 1 clinics pre and post intervention

When the two increasing capacity objectives were analysed there was a
total increase in throughput of 65 patients which resulted in an average increase
of 2.5 patients per week for the duration of the capacity interventions.

4.3.3.3 Outcomes
The departmental demand and capacity was analysed before the
interventions to reduce the waiting list were implemented and as can be seen the
demand and capacity were highly variable (Figure 10). However, the total
demand and capacity for this period were nearly equal at 514 and 512 patients
respectively. When the variation is looked at more closely it can be seen for 23
weeks (60 percent) of this period departmental capacity exceeded the demand
put on the department with 14 weeks (37 percent) showing where the
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departmental demand exceeded that of the capacity offered to patients with just
one clinic (3 percent) showing equal demand and capacity.
EMG Demand and Capacity Jan 2014-Sept. 2014
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Figure 10: Pre Change Departmental Demand and Capacity

This data was also collected during the interventions (Figure 11) and
shows departmental demand and capacity from October 2014 – February 2015.
The interventions represented on this graph show the increased capacity
measures with the extra clinic being introduced on week 1 and the extra patients
in each clinic in week 18 but also the demand measures performed in week 14.
Of the 22 weeks, 14 (64 percent) showed capacity exceeding demand with 5
weeks (23 percent) showing demand exceeding capacity and 3 weeks (14
percent) showing demand and capacity matching.
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Departmental Demand and Capacity October 2014-February 2015
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Figure 11: Departmental Demand and Capacity Post Interventions

The average weekly demand and capacity prior to the interventions was 13.5
patients per week. Demand after the intervention reduced to 11.8 patients per
week with capacity showing an average increase to 14.5 patients per week
(Figure 12).
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Figure 12: Average Weekly Demand and Capacity

The mean waiting time for CTS screening prior to the interventions was
255 days (SD= 110, n=50). With the implementation of the above interventions
resulting in the aforementioned outputs, this led to an outcome which showed a
reduced waiting time for CTS screening (M=166, SD=31, n=40). Therefore, the
outcome of this project was a reduction in the waiting time from 255 days to 166
days, which was a reduction of 89 days (35 percent) or approximately 3 months
(Figure 13). The FTA rate was reduced from 20 percent to 8 percent with the
service also becoming more equitable as noted by the reduction in the standard
deviation from 110 to 31 days.
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Figure 13: Overall Outcome

4.3.4 Dissemination Plan
The results of this project will be disseminated to departmental
stakeholders by presentation in June 2015. The organisational stakeholders
(senior management) will be presented the results at the annual hospital
conference on delivering holistic patient care which occurs later in the summer
but also to the neurophysiology professional body at their annual conference
which occurs in October 2015. The writer will also attempt to have this project
published in a reputable journal on healthcare management and have it
published on the RCSI epublications.
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4.4 Summary:
This chapter discussed the importance of evaluating change in the
healthcare environment. It also detailed the purpose of evaluation in terms of
providing all stakeholders with the information required to make decisions based
on future programmes within the organisation. The objectives were evaluated
which lead to outcomes that included a reduction in the waiting time for CTS
screening by 35 percent, a reduction in FTA rates by 12 percent and a more
equitable service provision as noted by the reduced variation in patient waiting
time. The dissemination of the results to the stakeholders was also discussed
with the next chapter providing a critical discussion on the implications of these
results to stakeholders and how these results can contribute to theory and
practice within the organisation.
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Chapter 5: Discussion & Conclusions
5.1 Introduction:
The purpose of this project was to reduce the backlog of patients and the
time they spent waiting for testing for Carpal Tunnel Syndrome. This was
undertaken using a two pronged approach which comprised of managing the
demand placed on the service and the capacity available to provide this service
using evidence based best practice. This resulted in a 35 percent reduction in the
wait time for screening of CTS to 166 days. A critical discussion of the project
follows which details the impact of the project for stakeholders and how it can
further contribute to evidence based best practice. It discusses the strengths and
weakness of the project in terms of results and the writer’s experience in leading
change and finishes with future recommendations.

5.2 Project Impact:
5.2.1 Stakeholders
As healthcare providers we strive to deliver high quality services and by
reducing the waiting time we are improving the quality of service to our main
stakeholder, the patient. The overall outcome of this project delivered a reduction
in the waiting time for CTS screening by approximately three months. This
reduction in waiting means the patient can be diagnosed with CTS more quickly
and may be able to treat the patient before the condition reaches motor
symptoms and becomes more onerous to treat as described by O’Neill et al
(2008). I consider this be the greatest success of this project as I was able to
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provide an improved quality of service to our main stakeholder resulting in them
spending less amount of time in their symptomatic stage and more time in the
asymptomatic stage.
However, there was also another unintended consequence of this project
which was perhaps not directly linked to the project itself. It can be seen from the
analysis of the waiting times that there was a drop in the pre and post change
standard deviation from 110 to 31 days. This measure is a direct correlate of how
equitable the service is being provided. The higher pre change standard
deviation shows that there is a greater variance in how long a patient must wait
to be seen. The fact that the figure after the interventions was lower shows that
there was less variance in the how long each patient waited. This shows that the
service during the change became more equitable meaning that there is a
greater likelihood that each patient was seen roughly in the same amount of time
and so equity of access is more evident which is obligatory according to the
European Charter of Patient Rights (European Commission 2002). The service
being more equitable shows how quality improvements have a positive impact on
our main stakeholder.
Naturally when there is an increase in throughput in the health service
there is also an increase in associated costs which has a knock on effect on
other stakeholders in charge of budgets which is the senior management. As can
be seen there was an increase of 65 patients during this project which involves
extra expenditure. However, this extra expenditure is minimal. This is due to the
fact that staff salaries are fixed costs and remain the same no matter how many
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patients are tested. This project was performed using existing staff numbers and
hours and so there was no extra staff expenditure involved. Other types of costs
involved consisted of the equipment and consumables. All equipment used to
directly test the patients is reusable and so the cost was already in place whether
or not extra patients were tested. The only other costs involved were on
consumables such as bed covers, hygiene utensils and printer ink which are
fairly minimal costs in the grand scheme of healthcare costs. However, it is
possible that the minimal extra costs involved in providing increased capacity
could potentially be negated and possibly even savings made due to the fact that
there was a reduction in FTA rates from 20 to 8 percent resulting in an estimated
€97 (Roberts et al 2011) saving on each patient with who may have potentially
failed to attend their appointment prior to the implementation of this project.
Therefore, I feel this project increased efficiency while having a positive impact
on budgetary control which satisfies management whose aim is to keep tight
control over the budgets.

5.2.2 Theory and Practice
The departmental demand and capacity was analysed prior to the
commencement of this project and this showed that demand and capacity were
practically equal with nearly the same number of patients tested as were referred
to the department over the period of January to September 2014. This resulted in
an average of 13.5 patients referred and tested per week in the department.
Therefore, overall departmental demand and capacity were matched which is in
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accordance to what was described by Eriksson et al (2011) and Mullen (1993)
and so the waiting list was stagnant and not growing exponentially. This enables
me to invalidate the statement by Greaves et al (2013) and many healthcare
workers that waiting lists occur due to demand exceeding capacity which results
in the formation and prolongation of waiting times. However, in my opinion it is
not acceptable to look at only average demand and capacity when considering
the causal factors of waiting lists as averages do not give an indication of the
change or variation over time and so it is imperative that variation is analysed
continuously on a micro level. This can be seen by the fact that for 23 of 38
weeks the demand and capacity was analysed, the capacity exceeded the
demand and so these available resources were wasted. The opposite, demand
exceeding capacity occurred on 14 of 38 weeks which resulted in demand having
to be carried forward adding further to the waiting list. This validates the opinions
but also adds to the available evidence of Silvester et al (2004) and Walley et al
(2006) that the variation or mismatch in demand and available resources is the
main contributing factor that resulted in the occurrence of the waiting list in the
first place.
It was already stated that there is not a huge amount of literature available
on studies performed by waiting list validation on outpatient departments. This
project adds further to the theory that was describe by many authors that
validation exercise has resulted in patients removing themselves from the waiting
lists if their symptoms had resolved or they had the procedure performed in other
organisations which is what was described by Silvester et al (2004), Van Berkel
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& Blake (2007) and Groocock (1999). However, as validation was one of the
objectives of this project it enabled the writer to put this theory into practice and
add to the evidence that validation of waiting lists reduces outpatient demand as
seen in this case by 14 percent reduction but also reduces FTA rates by 5 to 12
percent as described by Lodge and Bamford (2007) with this project showing a
reduction by 12 percent. It is not possible to categorically state that validation
was a direct cause for the reduction in fail to attend rates. Meekings and Briault
(2013) previously described that the longer a patient has to wait the less likely
they are to turn up for their appointment. The inverse of this is also true and so
with the wait time reducing all the time throughout this project the greater the
likelihood of the patient attending and so it is difficult to state that whether the
reducing wait time or the validation exercise on the waiting list was the main
contributor to the reduction in waiting times. However, the reality is that both
probably played a significant role.
It can be seen from the evaluation that 4 percent of the referrals were rerouted to other hospitals within the Dublin North East Hospital grouping. This is
significantly lower than the 10 percent seen back in November 2013 when this
data was first analysed. This shows that physicians are becoming more
compliant with the new hospital groupings as set out by the Higgins (2013) report
and perhaps this new structure is becoming more embedded and accepted as
the way we now do things and so there is a reduction in referrals being sent to
the writer’s department with the rerouting of referrals being implemented and so
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this shows how practice can change with the introduction of new structures and
protocols.
It was possible to reduce the wait for patients by ensuring efficient use of
the bottleneck by increasing value added times and removing waste in each
clinic Al-Balushi et al 2014). This further validates the theory of lean management
and adds to the evidence of this by putting the theory into practice as was done
in this project.

5.3 Strengths of the Project
The obvious strength of this project was the successful implementation of
the objectives leading to the overall aim of reducing the waiting list. However,
this aim would not have been achieved without the increase in throughput of the
department enabling the department to move closer to a communal culture which
was previously described as the ideal culture and according to Goffee and Jones
(1998) is high on sociability and solidarity. This successful transition of cultures
gave me a greater insight into the receptiveness of the department to change. As
culture can ’eat strategy for breakfast’, the ability to shift from networked to
communal cultures gives me more confidence that this department is open to
change and I have the ability to continually improve the quality of the service in
which we deliver.
Upon reflection, a strength of this project was the implementation of the
extra patient in each clinic which required the value added time of all patients to
be measured by each of the technologists. I am quite pleased that I had the
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foresight to see the potential problems that this could have evoked as the other
technologist and I are the same grade and it may have disgruntled the other
person and affect our working relationship when asked to measure how long it
takes us to do our job. However, this was implemented successfully ensuring
greater use of the bottlenecks and communication was the key to enabling this to
happen. The writer sat down prior to implementation and explained to the other
technologist that this was not being performed as a measure of their work or
ability and that there would be no consequences but it was a measure of how to
improve the quality of the service for the patient.

5.4 Limitations of the Project
As previously described the new Wednesday afternoon clinic was
originally established as a consultant lead clinic with the technologist performing
NCS and consultant performing the EMG. The departmental director was in
charge of conveying this to the other consultant due to their legitimate power.
Upon implementation the consultant who agreed to do this clinic was unavailable
due to continuous Wednesday afternoon commitments already in place. I was
previously aware of these commitments but presumed the director had already
ironed out these issues. On reflection I should have taken a more active role in
gaining ‘buy in’ from the consultant instead of leaving it up to the director of the
department. This resulted in a small number of patient’s, 9 percent, having to
make a second visit to the hospital to be fitted in existing clinics to have the
second part of the procedure performed. This could cause unnecessary stress on
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the patient and the existing clinics but could have been avoided had I taken an
active role in the arrangements of this clinic which would be expected as the
leader of this change project.
The addition of extra patients to the existing clinics added more complexity
to the scheduling and so there was clinics particularly at the onset of the
intervention in late January where extra patients were being put into the wrong
clinics at times causing clinics to over run or at times underutilised (See
Appendix 3 Reflective Diary). This was frustrating for me at times as I could not
understand how the administration staff could not schedule correctly. However, I
later realised that it had taken me months of research and work on this project to
get it right that I couldn’t through one conversation expect the staff to be able to
follow this straight away. While this was a failure on the writer’s behalf it was
rectified soon afterwards by sitting down with the administration staff and
explaining what was required and answering any of their questions or concerns
until they had a full understanding of what was required.
A further limitation of this project is the lack of qualitative data. It would
have been possible to back up the rationale of this project by garnering
qualitative evidence from patient’s on their experiences of dealing with waiting
lists, gain a greater insight into the aforementioned stress, anxiety and
dissatisfaction patients feel by waiting (Ni Shiothchain & Byrne 2009) pre and
post the implementation of the objectives. As I am quite an analytical person the
natural approach for me is quantitative data analysis, however, had I performed
qualitative analysis I could have gained a greater insight into the patient’s
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feelings but also gained greater experience and confidence in performing
qualitative research.

5.5 Future Recommendations:
As previously described the average time it took the two technologists to
perform the CTS screening was not statistically significant, however, it did show
that the size effect contributed to 25 percent of the variation. There was also a 15
minute difference between the average times it took the two senior technologists.
The procedure for performing CTS screening follows a standardised protocol and
so there should be very little variation between how long it takes each staff
member to perform the procedure. This evokes the questions, what is one of the
technologists doing or not doing that is adding to this variation? And why can one
person see more patients than the other in the same fixed amount of time? As a
recommendation for continually improving the service into the future it will be
necessary to supervise technologist 2 to see if the staff member is firstly
following the protocol, secondly if they are introducing non-value added activities
into the testing procedure that may be wasting time or could it just be down to the
fact that one staff member who has more years of experience is more proficient
at performing this study than the other. Whatever this reason is it will be
necessary to investigate it and then implement changes to reduce testing time.
This may include process mapping the actual in clinic testing procedure or if the
reason is experience it may involve the introduction of a training programme.
However, while this is the correct approach to take from a management
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perspective it would have to be approached sensitively so as not to disgruntle the
staff member but also to ensure that in the process of speeding up the procedure
it is not introducing a poorer quality and less safe testing procedure for the
patient.
It will also be proposed that batching is reduced in the regular consultant
lead clinics as batching contributes to increased wait times Walley et al (2006)
and Sylvester et al (2004). This discussion has already been had and the director
of the department is in favour of piloting this by combining a number of queues
that have similar testing times and batches in which technologists have the
experience in testing.
As a means of CQI, Part II of the sequel “The Wait is Over” involves the
implementation of a ‘one stop shop’ for CTS screening as introduced by Bassi et
al (2004) which reduced the wait for CTS surgery by 21 weeks. In order for this to
be implemented it is imperative that the objectives as described earlier in Part I of
this project continue to be implemented in order to continually reduce the backlog
of the waiting list. Once this is achieved over the next number of months it will be
possible to offer advanced access to our patients which involves the patient
being seen on the day the test is required as described by Murray and Berwick
(2003). This is my vision for this service. Patients who have symptoms of this
disorder require CTS screening in order to diagnose it. If it is found that the
patient has CTS they will require surgery. The delay in getting a diagnosis as
previously described by O’ Neill et al (2008) causes a deterioration in the
patient’s condition and a delay in having surgery performed. In order for this to be
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implemented it will require ‘buy in’ from the orthopaedic and plastics surgical
departments who mainly perform the operations but its main achievement will be
a streamlining of services. A measure before and after the implementation of the
advanced access ‘one stop shop’ clinic should show a reduction in referral to
surgery time and so better outcomes for the patient.

5.6 Conclusion:
The results of this project has shown that capacity management methods
had a greater impact on the waiting list than the demand measures with fewer
patients removed from the waiting list than were seen using increased capacity.
While this is true, demand management is still important and should be exercised
at all times along with capacity management. This project, while nothing new was
discovered it enabled me to prove that what was being described in the literature
does work and adds further evidence to the reasoning behind the theory of
waiting list management and can be used to further educate people within the
department but also the organisation. The objectives and methods used in this
project are robust enough that they can be used across many departments that
deal with outpatient waiting lists.
There are two key words that describe the learning associated with this
project: flexibility and variation. These two words are inextricably linked as it is
important to continuously monitor the variation in demand and capacity but also
be flexible enough in order to increase or decrease resources at times when
demand is changing and try to match resources to the required demand. This
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can be very challenging due to the fact that as human beings we crave structure
not only in our personal lives but also in the work place. We like to know what we
have to do from one day to the next and from week to week. However, the
cultural paradigm of strict adherence to structural comfort needs to change to be
more flexible to meet the needs of patients and to deliver an improved quality of
care.
Variation is the key issue when it comes to the complexities of delivering a
safe and efficient health service. This project has shown how variation in a
system added to the problems with service delivery, not only variation in the
demand and capacity. Variation in the skill and knowledge levels of the
consultants and technologists was evident as was the variation in testing time
between technologists. Add to this the highly variable number and type of
diseases each of which require differing amounts of resources and you have an
extremely complex system that is hard to imagine can be delivered in a safe,
efficient and effective way. However, efficient and effective service delivery can
be achieved by analysing each individual service at a micro level and continually
implementing change at low level in order to improve the patient experience.
Finally, this project analysed the processes within the department which
involved implementation of a new process to improve waiting times. This project
resulted in a reduced wait time for patients and a more equitable service with no
extra cost. It showed how improving the structure and processes can lead to
improved outcomes as originally described by Donabedian (1988).
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Departmental Demand November 2013
Week

Date

Number Patient’s Patient’s
Total
DNA’s
Total
Inpatient
of
referred referred Scheduled
for
Outpatient procedures
patient’s
within
outside Outpatient week procedures performed
referred hospital hospital
for week
performed
grouping grouping

1

04/11/1310/11/13

5

5

0

8

4

4

3

2

11/11/1317/11/13

17

13

4

18

3

15

4

3

18/11/1324/11/13

18

16

2

16

2

14

6

4

25/11/1301/12/13

20

20

0

16

5

11

4

Totals

-

60

54

6

58

14

44

17

Appendix 2: PESTLE Analysis
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PESTLE Analysis
Political
Economical
- Government Policies (2015 HSE
- Indigenous economy (Recession
plan)
– reduced healthcare spending)
- Community pressure groups
- Regulatory Bodies
Social
Technological
- Lifestyle trends
- Demographics (Aging
population)
- Media opinion on waiting lists
Legal
Ethical
- Current Legislation
- Research ethics
- Future legislation
- International Legislation (i.e.
European Charter of patient
rights).

Appendix 3: TOWS Analysis
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Internal Strengths:
1) Directors Support
2) Writers knowledge of
current situation.
3) Extra Admin staff
4) Consultants trust in
writers ability

External Opportunities:
1) HSE 2015 waiting list
strategy
2) Hospital Groupings
3) Project has been
successfully tried and
test elsewhere
(Literature)
SO
Writer’s knowledge and
abilities can be used to
convince consultant that
we are doing the right
thing based on newly
established hospital
groupings and evidence.
Writer can convince team
that as a requirement of
HSE 2015 strategy to
reduce wait times that
now is the time to act.

Internal Weaknesses:
1) Waiting Lists
2) Sessional Consultants
attitude to change
3) Admin staff reluctance
to do extra work

WO
Meet with admin team
and explain that extra
work is being performed
by all and show them the
evidence that we are
doing the right thing and
they can be part of it.

External Threats:
1) HSE 2015 strategy
2) Public Anger at waiting
lists and worsening
conditions

ST
Make team aware that if
waiting lists are not
reduced voluntarily we
may be forced to do so
by HSE due to the 2015
strategy.
Express how the
deteriorating conditions
of the patients is causing
increased costs to treat
these patients and the
treatments are less
successful the longer the
patients wait.
WT
Use the public’s anger at
the waiting lists to elicit
change. Overwhelming
anger by patients can
elicit change. Bring
patient complaints to
consultant each time one
is received.

Appendix 4: Goffee & Jones (1998) Cultural Framework
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It consists of four tests to find out.
The first is an observational checklist. Goffee and Jones (1998) sort the four
main cultural types by how physical space is set up, how people communicate
with one another, how time is used, and how people express their personal
identities.
The second tool is a straightforward questionnaire that asks you to consider
twenty-three statements about your organisation/department and mark how
strongly you agree.
The third tool takes the result of the second- which is the identification of your
cultural type-and tests to see if it is in the positive or negative form.
Finally, the fourth tool presents ten scenarios for each culture, (Only Fragmented
and Mercenary exampled) which you must identify how people would react in
your organisation/department. The results of this exercise will further confirm if
you have correctly identified your culture and its balance of positive and negative
behaviours. If your culture is either communal or Networked you will have to type
in the relevant comments. This can be found in the PDF version of the document
you already have accessed from the OLP under section on ‘Culture’

Part 1: The observational checklist (Goffee and Jones 1998)
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Physical Space
Physical Space
Networked
Mercenary
Office doors are open or unlocked; people
Space is allocated “functionally”- in ways that
move freely into and out of each other’s rooms. help to get the job done. Open-plan or flexible
Offices may be decorated with pictures of
desk use is possible- but in order to assist with
family, postcards, cartoons, humorous,
simple, efficient, and cost-effective methods of
notes/pictures of colleagues. Large allocations
means of task achievement, not “chatting”.
of space are for social activity: bars, coffee
Uninvited visitors/people that drop by are likely
lounges, sporting facilities, etc. “Privileged”
to be shooed away if someone is busy. Little
space (larger offices; car paring) is linked to the space is wasted in work areas, although
formal hierarchy but there are also “deals”
entrances may be designed to underline
favouring some rather than others. There may
fearsome reputation. Office decorations may
be corporate logos but in negatively networked
be dominated by awards, recognitions of
organizations these may be a source of
achievement, etc. Space allocation is linked to
amusement. Similarly, different territories within achievement and there are no favours in the
a building may be decorated and defended in
car park; indeed, the priority may be the
ways that set them apart from others; the
customer.
marketing department may become effectively
a “no-go” zone for the finance people and vice
versa. Outsiders are likely to be spotted- they
will knock on doors before they enter; will be
dressed differently, etc.
Fragmented
Communal
Space is designed to help individuals work
Much space is shared either formally (open
without interruption. Office doors are closed and plan) or informally (lots of movement in and out
offices are well equipped so that employees are of offices). It may sometimes be difficult to
effectively self-contained. Much of the time
determine whose office you are in, and there
these offices may be empty (people are on the
are few barriers between departments or
road; working from home; at a conference, etc.) functions. There are unlikely to be big
but it is hard to tell if they are there or not.
differences in space allocation between
Some individuals may make their elusiveness a people. Formal social facilities are supported
trademark (a common joke in this context:
by extensive informal socializing; food and
“What’s the difference between Jo and God?
drink spread into “work” space. The corporate
God is everywhere; Jo is everywhere but
logo is everywhere; office decoration will
here!”). In the “virtual/fragmented” organization
improve around, extend, or adapt the language
there is little corporate space- work is
of the company values, mission, or credo.
conducted from home, the car, etc.

Your organisation or department
Physical Space
Your organisation is
Your department is Mercenary
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Part 1: The observational checklist: Communication
Communication
Networked
Mercenary
There is a lot of talk. Although there are
Communication is swift, direct and workformal hierarchies and processes, much
focused. Tense memos and data-laden
communication takes place around the formal reports leave little room for “idle”
systems in face-to-face conversations, on the conversation. Conflicts are unlikely to be
phone, in “meetings before meetings.” Paper- resolved by gentleman’s agreement; face-tobased documents may be annotated by
face confrontation or legalistic duelling
hand before being passed on to some others (speak to my lawyer) are more common.
in the network. E-mail
Communication across boundaries
(hierarchy, geography, etc) is expected and
may be used to gossip. In highly politicized
accepted if it is task-focused. Meetings are
networked cultures papers may be copied
businesslike- well planned, and with a
routinely to key players. Skilfully managed,
premium on actionable outcomes. The
the networks span the business and assist
expression of personal problems is
integration, but often cliques and factions
discouraged.
form around functions, levels, businesses, or
countries, that impede communication. On
the other hand, because there is a lot of talk,
there is the possibility of rapid information
exchange and increased creativity.
Fragmented
Talk is limited to brief one-to-one exchanges
in the corridor or on the phone. Meetings are
resisted (what’s the point?, difficult to
arrange, hard to manage for any length of
time without boredom, acrimony, or people
simply walking out). Individuals will talk only
to those who are “worth” talking to (to get rid
of a problem; to pick their brains; to ask for
resources); otherwise the deal is “I leave you
alone if you leave me alone.” Key individuals
may be difficult to find, even within your own
department. Documents replace talk but
there is no guarantee that they will be read.
Much communication is directed outside the
organization- to clients and professional
peers.

Communal
There is communication in every channel, but
oral, face-to-face methods are likely to
dominate. Nonverbal communication is,
nevertheless, important; dress, color, and
symbolism may all help individuals to feel
close to others. Communication flows easily
inside between levels, departments, and
across national cultures (the cult
encompasses all), but outsiders may feel
excluded. Talk is littered with the private
company language reaffirming the bonds
between “us” and the differences from
“them.” It is difficult not to talk, and there are
few secrets-private or professional. Guilt and
shame are used to correct “closed”
behaviour.

Your Organisation or Department
Communication
Your organisation is
Your department is Networked

Part 1: The observational checklist: Time
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Time
Networked
Mercenary
People use work time to socialize- and they are Long hours are the norm, although it is
not penalized for doing so. To some extent, the acceptable to leave once the job is done. This
reverse applies-“All work and no play makes
is clearly signalled, since time and
Jack a dull boy.” In addition, social activities are performance measures are explicit. Private
often extensions to the working day. This may
time is precious and, where possible, protected
make the “working day” long but some part of it (it is what’s left if you don’t cut it at work). It
may be in the bar, on the golf course, or at the
takes a long time to know people other than in
social club. People get to know each other
their work roles, “idle chat” is regarded as a
quickly, and many have known each other for a waste of time.
long time.
Fragmented
Communal
People go to the office only when they need to; People live at work; professional life is so
absence is the norm. Achievement, not time, is
engaging that “conventional” time is ignored.
the measure (and the achievements may take a Work and non-work life dissolve into one; even
long time to deliver). Most time is devoted to
when at home work can be a preoccupation.
the pursuit of individual professional and
Close working relationships may be reflected in
technical excellence; anything that interferes
friendship groups, marriage, affairs, etc. Work
with this- colleagues, administrative chores,
becomes a way of life; social activity that is
even clients/customers-can be considered a
disconnected from professional interests may
waste of time. It is possible for individuals to
be regarded as a waste of time (work is
work “together” for many years without knowing relaxation and vice versa).
each other( a common gaffe is for colleagues to
reveal their ignorance of each other in front of
clients at, admittedly rare, social events).
Careful time management is key skill- often
involving complex schedule control.

Your Organisation or Department
Time
Your organisation is
Your department is Networked

Part 1: The observational checklist: Identity
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Identity
Networked
Mercenary
People identify with each other; close ties of
People identify with winning. Although norms
sociability heighten feelings of similarity as
of behaviour emerge here as anywhere,
individuals. Differences are understated and if
differences between individuals are acceptable
expressed at all they are seen in subtle
and encouraged if they assist in achieving the
variations of dress, code or speech patterns.
result. What draws people together are shared
Excessive displays of personal differences are
experiences, goals, and interests rather than
resisted, and some store is set in long shared sentiments or feelings. Ultimately,
established social rituals that tie people in even attachments are instrumental- the enemy may
after they have left (social clubs, pensioners
eventually be the next employer if it suit
associations, alumni associations). Personal
personal interests. There is no shame in
loyalties persist; although is some contexts the
shifting allegiance or ruthlessly exploiting
company may be criticized, this is often
knowledge of business weaknesses once
manifested in dark humour- because it’s little
employees move on.
like criticizing yourself.
Fragmented
Communal
People identify with values of individualism and People identify with the values and mission of
freedom; with personal technical excellence;
their company. The credo is lived; the words
with organizations that minimize interference.
are played out, enacted, debated, applied and
There are significant personal differences
developed. Work becomes a way of life.
between individuals, but these are unlikely to
Logos, symbols, war cries abound. Excessive
impede achievement (there are low levels of
identification (combined with a track record of
interdependence), and they confirm values of
success) can lead to a loss of perspective,
freedom. Allegiance will be professional rather
intolerance of criticism, and complacency. The
than organisational. Private lives are often a
company attracts fierce loyalty. When
mystery; frequently a strong compensation for
individuals leave they continue to be
the loneliness of working in the fragmented.
supporters. Indeed, their fervent identification
can be disabling in their subsequent careers.
Work identity is carried over into private lifelogos on clothes, trying out company products
at home, visiting company stores on
weekends, etc.

Your Organisation or Department
Identity
Your organisation is
Your department is Networked
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Part 2: The Corporate Character Questionnaire (Goffee and Jones 1998)
Indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following
statements.
√
Statement

1. The group I am
assessing (your
organisation)
knows its business
objectives clearly
2. People
genuinely like one
another.
3. People follow
clear guidelines
and instructions
about work.
4. People get along
very well and
disputes are rare.
5. Poor
performance is
dealt with quickly
and firmly
6. People often
socialize outside of
work
7. The group really
wants to win.
8. People do
favours for each
other because they
like one another.
9. When
opportunities for
competitive
advantage arise
people move
decisively to
capitalize on them
10. People make

Strongly
disagree

Disagree Neither
agree nor
disagree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5
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friends for the sake
of friendship- there
is no other agenda
11. Strategic goals
are shared.
12. People often
confide in one
another about
personal matters.
13. People build
close long-term
relationshipssomeday they may
be of benefit
14. Reward and
punishment are
clear
15. People know a
lot about each
other’s families
16. The group is
determined to beat
clearly defined
enemies.
17. People are
always encouraged
to work things outflexibly-as they go
along.
18. Hitting targets
is the single most
important thing.
19. To get
something done
you can work
around the system
20. Projects that
are started are
completed
21. When people
leave, co-workers
stay in contact to
see how they are
doing
22. It is clear when

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5
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one person’s job
ends and another
person’s begin.
23. People protect
each other.

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Assessing your Organization’s Culture
Scoring Key for Questionnaire
Sociability
2

4
+

4

13

+

3

6
+

3

15

3

+ 17

4

8
+

+

5

+ 19

4

5

+

21

10
+

+

4

4

12
4
=

47

11
+
=

35

23
4

Solidarity
1
4

3
+ 3

14
3

5
2

16
+

1

18
+

2

7
+ 4 +

9
2

20 22
+
2
4

95

+4
23
+ +
4

60

58
56
54
52
50
48
46
44
42
40
38
36
34
32
30
28
26
24
22
20
18
16
14
12

Networked

Communal

X

Fragmented

12

14

16

18

20

22

24

26

Mercenary

28

30

32
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34

36

38

40

42

44

46

48

50

52

54

56

58

60

Part 3: Is Your Culture Positive or Negative? (Goffee and Jones 1998)
Answering the following questions for the quadrant identified in part 2 will
ascertain whether your organisation displays mainly positive or negative feature.
Indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the following statements. √
Networked

Networked
1. There’s too much
gossip here
2. Close relations
help people
communicate here
3. Presentations are
all show and no
substance
4. People don’t
allow rules to hold
them up; they cut
through the
bureaucracy
5. Friendships often
stops people from
making tough
decisions.
6. Friendships mean
people stay even
when times are
tough

Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

2

Neither
agree nor
disagree
3

1

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

High scores on 1, 3, and 5 suggest your culture is negative.
High scores on 2, 4, and 6 suggest your culture is positive.
High scores on 2,4 and 6 so culture is positive.
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Part 4: Critical Incident Analysis (Goffee and Jones 1998)
Having identified the culture of your organisation and its negative or positive tilt,
the fourth test which follows will offer one more way to make this assessment.
Goffee and Jones (1998) have often found that a vital clue about cultural type
can come from reactions to critical incidents. You can tell a lot about culture by
the way organizations handle success, failure, innovation, and change. Large or
difficult decisions have the same revealing effect. Therefore, pick the quadrant
(e.g. Mercenary), read the following scenarios, and mark how people in your
organisation would likely react. The choices may strike you as extreme, but pick
the one most similar to your organisation’s culture.
Mark how people in her organisation would likely react by ticking the
response that is most applicable with the symbol √ after the statement that is
applicable
Your Organisation
Culture is: Networked
Scenario 1: Someone asks for help with a business issue.
Positive  The answer is yes (with the expectation that the favour will be
returned one day).
Negative Depending on who is asking, the answer is yes.
Scenario 2: A star performer receives a big reward.
Positive
In the next few weeks, people make sure they are in his/her
network.
Negative  Someone starts a rumour that the reward may not have been fully
deserved and this
rumour is perpetuated by others.
Scenario 3: A new CEO is recruited from outside the company.
Positive
A line immediately forms to get to know him or her.
Negative  People adopt a wait and see attitude.
Scenario 4: A task force is set up to develop the corporate credo.
Positive  People are eager to join the task force in order to challenge and
extend the organizations values. If they cant get on the committee
themselves they try to ensure good people do.
Negative People Politick to make sure the “right” people get on the task
force-people who will reaffirm the existing ways of doing things.
Scenario 5: The company must downsize.
Positive  Senior managers talk to their people to ensure that the
organization does it the right way.
Negative People throughout the organization start rumours about who
should and will go.
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Scenario 6: A major error has been made.
Positive  Managers talk to their colleagues about how to respond swiftly
and effectively to maximise organizational learning .
Negative Colleagues collude to make sure the blame is placed elsewhere.
Scenario 7: A colleague had a big new idea.
Positive
People spread the idea around the organization as quickly and
informally as possible and organize drinks to discuss it after work.
Negative  People undermine the idea because of the not-invented-here
syndrome.
Scenario 8: A chance meeting occurs with a colleague outside work.
Positive  People take the opportunity to chat and to get to know each other
better.
Negative People take the opportunity to extract as much information as
possible from each other and give as little as possible back.
.
Scenario 9: A long serving employee should be dismissed for mediocre
performance.
Positive
Senior management make the exit as humane as possible and
the employee receives excellent outplacement services.
Negative  The employee is found an easier job to do inside the organization.
Scenario 10: A new competitor enters the market.
Positive  Colleagues work together to figure out ways to make entry
difficult and expensive.
Negative
People convince each other that the competition is neither
serious or a threat.

Goffee R. & Jones G. (1998) The Character of a Corporation.
Harper Collins Business.
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Appendix 5: Stakeholder Analysis
Key Stakeholders
Consultant
Neurophysiologist
Management
Director of
Neurophysiology
Public

Technologist 2

Patients

Unions
Media

Nursing Staff
Chief Technologist

Administrative Staff

Stakeholder Analysis:
High Power, Low Interest
∙ Consultant Neurophysiologist
∙ Management

High Power, High Interest
∙ Director of Neurophysiology
∙ Public
∙ Unions
∙ Media
High Interest, Low Power
∙ Administrative Staff
∙ Patients

Power
Low Power, Low Interest
∙ Technologist 2
∙ Chief Technologist
∙ Nursing Staff

Interest
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Appendix 6: Force Field Analysis
Force Field Analysis Stage 1
Driving Forces
Writer
Director/ Consultant
Neurophysiologist is committed to
change
Public inconvenience of long waiting
lists

Restraining
Forces
Chief
Technologist
Senior
Technologist
Sessional
Consultant
Admin Staff
Driving
Forces
Author
Director
Public

Restraining (Resisting) Forces
More work for Chief Technologist
Senior Technologist will have to time
how long it takes to do procedure
Sessional Neurophysiologist is
conservative
Extra work for administrative staff

Force Field Analysis Stage 2:
A
B
A*B
Importance
Ease of
Change
2
1
2

Ranking

5

2

10

3

5

5

25

1

4

3

12

2

5
5
5

1
1
1

5
5
5
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Appendix 7: French and Raven (1959) Power Bases Questionnaire
Anything we want to accomplish requires the use of some kind of power. We all have power, but
often don’t recognize it. This will help you assess your power bases in a situation.
1. On the lines below, write a goal you would like to reach:
____Reducing EMG waiting lists

2. In the boxes A, B, and C below, write the names of three people who play a major role in
your reaching that goal – for example, you may have to get permission, money or help from
them to accomplish your goal.
3. Using the key put the number of the response that most closely describes the nature of
your relationship to that person.
KEY
(0) False
(1) Mostly false
Relationship Characteristics
Persons

(2) Mostly true

(3) True

Chief
Senior
Sessional Admin
Technologist Technologist Consultant

1. I have something
this person wants and
could make it
available.

1

2

0

3

2. I could hurt this
person in some way.

1

2

0

2

3. I have the authority
to ask this person for
what I want.

2

3

0

3

3

3

1

3

5. I am in a position to
get a powerful idol of
this person to help.

3

1

3

3

6. I have tapes,
documents, materials,
and/or data this person
could use to reach a
goal.

3

3

0

1

7. I can convince
someone else to
punish or take
something away from
this person.

0

2

0

3

4. I can be of help to
this
person in meeting
her/his
goals.
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8. This person feels we
have a lot in common.

3

1

2

1

9. I know how to
impress this person.

3

3

1

3

10. This person
respects my
knowledge about
reaching this goal.

3

3

1

3

11. I have the
information this person
needs.

3

3

0

3

12. I could make it
difficult for this person
to reach a goal.

1

1

0

2

13. I can get someone
else to give this person
something she/he
wants.

3

3

3

1

14. This person
regards me as a friend.

3

2

2

2

15. I know someone
this person is
impressed by.

2

2

2

3

16. I can get a friend of
this person to help me.

3

3

3

3

17. I have access to
the answers this
person wants.

3

3

0

3

18. I can get someone
influential to convince
this person for me.

3

3

3

3

19. This person
respects my ability and
past successes at
reaching goals like
this.

3

3

1

3

20. This person would
think it was appropriate
for me to ask directly
for what I want.

3

3

1

3

21. I can get someone
else, who has a right to
ask this person, to
make the request for
me.

2

3

3

2
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Step 2 – Figuring Your Power Score
Figure your power score using the scoring grid on the next page.
The middle column contains item numbers that correspond to the relationship characteristics from
the previous step. Transfer the numbers you placed on the questionnaire to the appropriate
blanks below.
Add the three scores to get a subtotal; then, total all scores under each person. See the next
page for information on interpreting your scores.

Reward

Coercive

Legitimate

Expert

Referent

Connection

Information

Item
1
4
13
Subtotal
Item
2
7
12
Subtotal
Item
3
20
21
Subtotal
Item
5
10
19
Subtotal
Item
8
14
16
Subtotal
Item
9
15
18
Subtotal
Item
6
11
17
Subtotal
Total

Chief
Technologist
1

Senior
Technologist
2

Sessional
Consultant
0

Admin

3
3
7
1

3
3
8
2

1
3
4
0

3
1
7
2

0
1
2
2

2
1
5
3

0
0
0
0

3
2
7
3

3
2
7
3

3
3
9
1

1
3
4
3

3
2
8
3

3
3
9
3

3
3
7
1

1
1
5
2

3
3
9
1

3
3
9
3

2
3
6
3

2
3
7
1

2
3
6
3

2
3
8
3

2
3
8
3

2
3
6
0

3
3
9
1

3
3
9

3
3
9

0
0
0

3
3
7

51

52

26

53
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3

Figure your power score for this goal
So what do the numbers tell you? Look at the Subtotal for each of the seven power bases. A
subtotal score of 6-9 means you are strong in that power base for a given person, and a subtotal
score of 0-4 means that you are relatively low in that power base.
For example, look at the subtotal row for the Reward power base, and find the column for Person
A. If you have a subtotal score of 6-9, that means you have a strong base in Reward power in
your relationship with Person A, and vice versa if you have a lower score. Look further down the
column under Person A. Find the subtotals where you have higher scores as well as medium-tolower scores. Perhaps you were already aware of these facets of your relationship with Person A,
but perhaps not. This activity illustrates where you have power-base strengths and weaknesses
in your relationships with Persons A, B, and C. The final total at the bottom of each column gives
you the big picture as to how strong (or how weak) your power base is overall with a given
person. As you seek the help of Persons A, B, and C, you now know what power bases to draw
from as you approach them for help with your goal.
You may find that your subtotal and final total scores with a given person are fairly low. Perhaps
that person is not the one to work with on your goal, and you may want to consider other persons.
You may also realize that you want to work on your base of power in one or more areas,
particularly in the Informal Power bases: Expert, Referent, Connections, and Information. You can
build your capacity in each of these power bases, and that can change your relationship with a
person.
Conclusions
The relationships you have with people can reflect a balance of the seven power bases – we all
have something to give as well as to receive from others. You possess each of the seven power
bases to some extent. Now that you understand them better, you can recognize them in personal
leadership experiences and use them in a positive way to help achieve goals for your community

French J.R.P. & Raven B. (1959) The bases of social power. In D. Cartwright
(Ed.), Studies in social power. Ann Arbor, MI: University of Michigan, Institute for
Social Research
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Appendix 8: Leadership Trait Questionnaire (Northouse 2011a)
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Appendix 9: Leadership Style Questionnaire (Northouse 2011b)
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Appendix 10: Situational Leadership Approach
Category
D1

Follower Ability
Enthusiastic Beginner

Commitment/Competence
Low Competence
High Commitment
D2
Disillusioned Learner
Increasing Competence
Low Commitment
D3
Capable but Cautious
Moderate to high
competence but variable
commitment
D4
Self reliant achiever
High Competence
High Commitment
Development Level of Followers (Avery & Ryan 2002).
Once the developmental level of the follower is found the leader then uses
one of four behaviours (Table 2) to match the needs of the follower as seen in
Figure 1.

D1

D2

D3

D4

Figure 1: Situational Leadership Diagram (Bozzuto 2010)
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Behaviour
Directing (S1)

Leadership Style
High Directive
Low Supportive

Details
Gives goal achievement
instructions, Little
supportive time
Coaching (S2)
High Directive
Communication is
High Supportive
focused on goal
achievement.
Maintenance of
subordinates socioemotional needs. Gives
encouragement
Supporting (S3)
High Supportive
Supports followers to
Low Directive
bring out their skills
around goal to be
accomplished. Listens,
praises and asks for input
Delegating (S4)
Low Supportive
Facilitates follower’s
Low Directive
confidence and
motivation on task.
Empowers followers by
giving them control over
goal. Minimal social
support, seen as
distraction
Situational Leaders Behaviour Types. Northouse P.G. (2001) Leadership. Theory
and Practice, 2nd edn. Sage Publications, California.
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Appendix 11: Patient Information Letter

Department of Clinical Neurophysiology
(Hospital)

(Phone Number)
Patient Name
Patient Address
Patient Address
Patient Address
{Date}
Dear {Patient Name}
You have been referred to the Department of Clinical Neurophysiology for
EMG studies on {date} by {Referring Doctor}. As you have been on our waiting
list for longer than six months you qualify for inclusion in an extra clinic which is
being introduced to help reduce the waiting list. However, we need to validate
that you still need an appointment and a member of staff will call you in the
coming weeks to answer a number of questions which can be seen overleaf.
This will form part of a research study and when you receive the phone
call you have the option to consent or refuse to partake in this research study.
Refusing to participate in this study will not affect the quality of your care or
access to the extra clinic and you will receive an appointment in due course.
All information provided by you will be kept confidential and no personal
information about you or your medical condition will be contained within the
results of this study. If you have any questions prior to our phone call, please do
not hesitate to contact the above number.
Kind Regards
Dr.
Consultant Neurophysiologist
(Hospital)
Mr.
Senior Clinical Measurement Physiologist (Neuro) - Researcher
Department of Clinical Neurophysiology
(Hospital)
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Appendix 12: Patient Questionnaire
Patient Questionnaire
EMG waiting list Validation
Patient MRN :
Question 1:
Do you wish to participate in this study?
Yes

No

Question 2:
Correct Address

Yes

No

Question 3:
Do you still have the symptoms that resulted in you being referred to the
department in the first place?
Yes

No

Question 4:
Do you still require an appointment for EMG study?
Yes

No

Question 5:
If answered No to Question 4, Why?
Test performed elsewhere
Symptoms have resolved
Other___________________________________
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Appendix 13: Letter to Referring Doctor

Department of Clinical Neurophysiology
(Phone Number)

Referring Doctor
Address Line 1
Address Line 2
Address Line 3
Address Line 4
{Date)
Re: Patient Name, Patient Address. Patient D.O.B. Patient MRN
Dear {Referring Doctor}
The above named patient was referred to the Neurophysiology
Department for EMG studies on {date}. After performing a validation exercise on
our waiting list as part of a study we contacted the patient and he/she wished to
be removed from the waiting list and so will not be issued with an appointment.
Please do not hesitate to refer the patient again if he/she requires the test in
future.
Kind Regards
Dr.
Consultant Neurophysiologist
Consultant Neurologist
(Hospital)
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Appendix 14: Re-routing Letter

Department of Clinical Neurophysiology
(Phone Number)

Referring Doctor
Address Line 1
Address Line 2
Address Line 3
Address Line 4
(Date)
Re: Patient Name, Patient Address. Patient D.O.B. Patient MRN
Dear {Referring Doctor}
Thank you for referring the above named patient for EMG studies.
However, as your referral for your patient is outside of the Dublin East hospital
grouping we are unable to facilitate your patient with an appointment. The
patient’s referral has been re-routed to the Department of Clinical
Neurophysiology of {other hospital} as this hospital is within your hospital
grouping.

Dr.
Consultant Neurophysiologist
Consultant Neurologist
(Hospital)
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Appendix 15: Risk Analysis (NPSA 2008)
Risk
ID
NP1

Description of Identified Risk

Due to the absence of a Consultant during clinic (cause), medical experience is
not immediately available should the patient become unwell (risk) resulting in
delay in receiving treatment (effect)
NP2
Due to the absence of a Consultant during clinic (cause), the patient may not
receive the second part (EMG) of the test if required (risk) and may not have
full procedure performed (effect).
Table1: Risk Identification
Risk ID

NP 1

NP2

Description of
Risk

Risk Assessment

Risk Impact (I):
Risk
Domain
Likelihood
Descriptor
(L)
Score
Due to the
Impact on Patient
Unlikely
absence of a
Do not
Safety:
Consultant
Major injury
expect it to
during clinic
leading to longhappen/recur
(cause), medical
term
but it is
experience is not incapacity/disability
possible it
immediately
4
may do so.
available should
2
the patient
become unwell
(risk) resulting
in delay in
receiving
treatment
(effect)
Due to the
Impact on Patient
Likely
absence of a
Will
Safety:
Consultant
Minimal injury
probably
during clinic
requiring
happen/recur(cause), the
no/minimal
but it is not a
patient may not
intervention or
persistent
receive the
treatment
issue
second part
1
4
(EMG) of the
test if required
(risk) and may
not have full
procedure
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Risk Rating
(IxL)

8
Unlikely &
Major

4
Likely &
Negligible

Table 2: Risk Register
Risk ID
NP1
NP2

Risk Rating
Unlikely & Major
Likely and Negligible

Risk Evaluation
High Risk – Improve Existing Controls
Moderate Risk- Develop action if
occurs

Table 3: Risk Estimation

Risk Before Control Action
ID
Risk
Rating

NP1 4x2=8

NP2 1x4=4

Call referring team to
treat patient if
required or immediate
transfer of patient to
A&E if signs of
distress.
Refresher CPR course
for staff.

In case of patient
requiring an EMG,
double book in to
consultant clinic soon
after initial
appointment.
Table 4: Risk Control Identifier

After Risk
Assessment

Risk
Reduction
Potential
(Before –
After)

Assigned
Priority

Impact Likelihood
(I)
(L)
3
2
8-6=2

1

1

1

4
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4-4=0

Appendix 16: Independent t-test results

Group Statistics
Technologist
1
2

Time

N

Mean

28
21

27.82
44.81

Std.
Deviation
6.918
9.490

Std. Error
Mean
1.307
2.071

Independent Samples Test:
Levene’s
Test for
Equality of
Variances
F
Sig.

Equal
variances
assumed
Equal
variances
not assumed

2.665

0.109

t-test for equality of means

t

df

Sig,(2tailed)

Mean
Diff.

Std.
Error

95 % confidence
interval of the
difference
Lower
Upper

-7.254

47

.000

-16.988

2.342

-21.699

-12.277

-6.937

35

.000

-16.988

2.449

-21.960

-12.016

Appendix 17: Size Effect Calculation
Calculating the size effect: Figures extracted from independent t-test
r= √ t2/t2+df
r=√ -7.2542/-7.2542+47
r= 52.62052/99.62052+47
r= 0.52821
Accounts for 25% variance (Field 2009).
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Appendix 18: Gantt Chart

Task
Literature Review &
Write Chapter 2
Arrange new clinic with
Consultant’s
Retrospective Analysis of
Demand and Capacity
Ethical approval for
project
Validation of backlog
Commencement of new
clinic
Collect data of current
clinics value added time
Extra patient in each
clinic if resources permit
Write Chapter 3
Evaluation of change
ii)Demand and Capacity
i)new clinic
ii)new value added times
Write up Evaluation and
Discussion Chapters.
Design Poster
Reflection
Dissemination of Results

July
2014

X

Aug.
2014

Sept.
2014
X

Oct.
2014
X

Nov. 2014

Dec. 2014

X

X

Jan.
2015

Feb.
2015

Mar
2015

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

April
2015

May
2015

X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X= To be performed within work
X= To be performed within or outside of working hours
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Appendix 19: Poster
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